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Abstract
Supervised classification methods often assume the train and test data distributions
are the same and that all classes in the test set are present in the training set.
However, deployed classifiers require the ability to recognize inputs from outside the
training set as unknowns and update representations in near real-time to account
for novel concepts unknown during offline training. This problem has been stud-
ied under multiple paradigms including out-of-distribution detection and open set
recognition; however, for convolutional neural networks, there have been two major
approaches: 1) inference methods to separate known inputs from unknown inputs
and 2) feature space regularization strategies to improve model robustness to novel
inputs. In this dissertation, we explore the relationship between the two approaches
and directly compare performance on large-scale datasets that have more than a few
dozen categories. Using the ImageNet large-scale classification dataset, we identify
novel combinations of regularization and specialized inference methods that per-
form best across multiple open set classification problems of increasing difficulty
level. We find that input perturbation and temperature scaling yield significantly
better performance on large-scale datasets than other inference methods tested, re-
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gardless of the feature space regularization strategy. Conversely, we also find that
improving performance with advanced regularization schemes during training yields
better performance when baseline inference techniques are used; however, this often
requires supplementing the training data with additional background samples which
is difficult in large-scale problems.
To overcome this problem we further propose a simple regularization technique
that can be easily applied to existing convolutional neural network architectures
that improves open set robustness without the requirement for a background dataset.
Our novel method achieves state-of-the-art results on open set classification baselines
and easily scales to large-scale problems.
Finally, we explore the intersection of open set and continual learning to establish
baselines for the first time for novelty detection while learning from online data
streams. To accomplish this we establish a novel dataset created for evaluating
image open set classification capabilities of streaming learning algorithms. Finally,
using our new baselines we draw conclusions as to what the most computationally
efficient means of detecting novelty in pre-trained models and what properties of
an efficient open set learning algorithm operating in the streaming paradigm should
possess.
Disclaimer
The views expressed in this work are those of the author and do not reflect the
official policy or position of the United States Air Force, Department of Defense, or
the United States Government.
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Recent developments in convolutional neural networks (CNNs) models have dra-
matically increased performance for many categorization tasks in computer vision
involving high-resolution images [44, 51]. However, current models depend on the
ability of training data to faithfully represent the data encountered during deploy-
ment which is often not the case in practice. This fact is often hidden because current
computer vision benchmarks use closed datasets in which the train and test sets have
the same classes and data is often sampled from the same underlying sources. This
is unrealistic for many real-world applications because it is impossible to account
for every eventuality that a deployed classifier may observe, and eventually, it will
encounter inputs that it has not been trained to recognize. While mismatches be-
tween train and test data are commonplace in the real-world, solutions to overcome
this distributional mismatch are not. We seek to develop of machine learning algo-
rithms capable of learning from dynamic data distributions and forming a model of
unseen and unknown categories in order to lead towards more balanced and robust
predictions in real-world performance.
1
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1.1 Open Set Classification
Open set classification (OSC) is the ability for a classifier to reject a novel input from
classes unseen during training rather than assigning it an incorrect label [95]. This
capability is particularly important for the development of 1) safety-critical software
systems (e.g., medical applications, self-driving cars) and 2) lifelong learning agents



















Figure 1.1: Open set classification is an extension of normal closed set classification
where the model has the ability to reject a novel input from classes unseen during
training rather than assigning it to an incorrect label.
The major challenge if OSC is one-class classification in the presence of ‘unknown
unknowns’ since the set of possible inputs outside of the training set is unbounded.
Within recent machine learning literature, the OSC problem is highly related to a
number of different applications including selective classification [24], classification
with a reject option [5, 49], and out-of-distribution (OOD) detection [20, 46, 67, 69].
For our work, the goal of an open set classifier is to correctly classify inputs that
belong to the same distribution as the training set and to reject inputs that are
outside of this distribution. This is a narrower definition than the broad application
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of OOD detection which is only concerned with finding a function to determine
whether an input belongs to the training distribution and not concerned with the
correct classification of samples which are in-distribution.
1.2 Continual learning for deep neural networks
While deep learning models are currently state-of-the-art for many computer vision
tasks, there are times when they are ill-suited to specific applications. At this time
one of those applications is updating in real-time a model to take into account new
data or classes. Conventional deep learning models are trained slowly via stochastic
gradient descent (SGD) by making multiple passes through a fixed training dataset.
Once trained in this manner the model cannot be updated with new data without
suffering catastrophic forgetting of the previously learned data representations [29].
This inability to build robust data representations from a multiple, dynamic (non-
iid) data distribution is the goal of continual learning.
Continual learning strategies endeavor to overcome catastrophic forgetting through
either architectural or unique training paradigms. All of these approaches are de-
signed to bring down the computational cost involved in performing full rehearsal on
previously learned data when a model needs to be updated with new knowledge [42].
They attempt to achieve nearly the same accuracy as offline learning without the
overhead needed to store the entire training dataset and rehearse on it when new
knowledge is acquired.
1.3 Objectives
This dissertation explores the design decisions in creating deep learning models for
computer vision applications capable of open set classification and dealing with in-
puts from unknown sources. It explores the tradeoffs in employing these techniques,












Figure 1.2: Open world learning involves learning to classify from dynamic data
streams that are presented in a non-iid manner and may contain both labelled and
unlabelled examples from open set classes.
how they may be applied to large-scale computer vision problems, and how models
with this open set capability lead naturally to models which can continually learn
from dynamic data distributions instead of being developed in distinct but archaic
training and testing phases. The main objectives of our work include:
1. Critically evaluate the current state of outlier and novelty detection in deep
neural networks
(a) Highlight how traditional outlier detection techniques are insufficient for
novelty detection in deep learning models
(b) Describe efforts to adapt novelty detection for deep learning models and
focus on the best performing models
(c) Demonstrate how current deep outlier detection models are insufficient
for performing open set classification on large-scale computer vision datasets
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2. Develop a new method for model regularization that improves the feature
space of deep learning models for performing open set classification
(a) Identify elements of current model regularization strategies for open set
classification that can be improved
(b) Demonstrate a novel training approach for building an open set classifier
that is effective on large scale, challenging open set classification problems
3. Demonstrate how principles of open set classification can be applied to con-
tinual learning models
(a) Establish evaluation protocols for evaluating a model’s open set classifi-
cation abilities when trained in a continual learning setting
(b) Outline principles of training a classifier and learning an effective feature
representation for models trained in a continual learning setting that
lead to high performance in both closed set and open set classification
accuracy
1.4 Dissertation Layout
This dissertation consists of seven chapters including this introduction (Chapter 1)
and a summary (Chapter 7).
1.4.1 Chapter 2: Open Set Classification for Deep Learning Model
in Computer Vision
We outline the current methods for performing open set classification in deep learn-
ing models. We define the problem which consists of finding a model that both
classifies inputs to a known set of classes while also considering a separate func-
tion for rejecting the input as belonging to an unknown class not specified during
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training. Currently the most successful rejection functions can be seen as a form
of out-of-distribution detection where the acceptance score is determined based on
some form of model confidence. We then outline other strategies for training a model
that is more capable of open set classification as compared to standard cross-entropy
training for supervised classification. Positive and negative aspects of each inference
method and model regularization strategy are discussed.
1.4.2 Chapter 3: Survey of Large Scale Open Set Classification
Methods
In reviewing current open set classification methods, one shortfall in the current lit-
erature is the lack of a comparison on large-scale problems where the in-distribution
set contains hundreds to thousands of categories. Most methods to this point have
only been tested on small datasets (e.g. CIFAR-10) which only consists of at most
a hundred categories. We test the limits of many of the current state-of-the-art
inference against a variety of challenging open set classification problems to find
trends in performance and gaps which should be addressed in future work. Ad-
ditionally no known work at this point has combined the current state-of-the-art
inference methods for performing out-of-distribution detection with novel regular-
ization methods we test different combinations of these two approaches to determine
the optimal strategy for training a model capable of open set classification on large-
scale datasets.
1.4.3 Chapter 4: Improved Feature Representations for Open Set
Classification in Deep Learning Models
Using lessons learned from evaluating current model regularization strategies for
open set classification in large-scale image classification problems, we devise a new
strategy for improving the current state-of-the-art methods. The best current strat-
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egy for training an open set classifier involves training with a background class as a
proxy for potential unknown open set classes and using an auxiliary loss to separate
known classes from the background. While this strategy has been demonstrated
on many small toy datasets, extending its application to large-scale problems is
problematic and less effective. Instead we propose a novel training scheme using
the Mixup data augmentation scheme and a new loss we call, Tempered Mixup, to
train the model to separate in-distribution inputs from potential open set classes.
It relieves the user from having to create a background class from training and is
more effective on most large-scale open set problems evaluated.
1.4.4 Chapter 5: Baselines for Open Set Classification in Continual
Learning Models
We detail the current methods and evaluation protocols used for continual learn-
ing. We outline how continual learning can be evaluated on a spectrum of different
training protocols and how streaming/online learning, or learning from one sample
at a time is the most representative and difficult paradigm. We then characterize
streaming learning into different sub-tasks based on the underlying ordering of the
dataset and outline which datasets are available for each subtask. Finally after high-
lighting the short coming of the available streaming learning datasets we introduce
a new dataset, Stream-51, which is larger and more complex than other streaming
datasets currently available. We also establish for the first time performance metrics
on both closed set classification and open set classification for a handful of common
streaming learning baselines.
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1.4.5 Chapter 6: Improving Open Set Classification in Streaming
Models
We analyze the principles behind performing open set classification in continual
learning models and the properties that a successful deep learning model must pos-
sess to succeed in this paradigm. We evaluate some of common strategies for per-
forming streaming learning and evaluate what form of pre-training leads to the most
successful streaming learner both in terms of closed set and open set classification.
Finally we highlight some of the current gaps in improving streaming open set clas-
sification and where further progress is likely to be made.
1.5 Related Publications
Portions of this dissertations have been published in the following outlets:
• Roady, Ryne, Tyler L. Hayes, Ronald Kemker, Ayesha Gonzales, and Christo-
pher Kanan. ”Are Out-of-Distribution Detection Methods Effective on Large-
Scale Datasets?.” PLOS One. 2020: e0235750.
• Roady, Ryne, Tyler L. Hayes, Hitesh Vaidya, and Christopher Kanan. ”Stream-
51: Streaming Classification and Novelty Detection From Videos.” In Proceed-
ings of the IEEE/CVF Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recogni-
tion Workshops, pp. 228-229. 2020.
• Roady, Ryne, Tyler L. Hayes, and Christopher Kanan. ”Improved Robust-
ness to Open Set Inputs via Tempered Mixup.” In Proceedings of the European
Conference on Computer Vision Workshops. 2020.
Chapter 2




To organize our overview of OSC methods in deep learning models, we separate the
strategies for OSC into two general approaches. The first is specialized inference
mechanisms for determining if the input to a pre-trained CNN should be rejected.
The second is to alter the CNN during learning so that it acquires more robust
representations of known classes that reduce the probability of a sample from an
unknown class being confused. This often takes the form of collapsing class condi-
tional features in the deep feature space of CNNs.
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2.2 Problem Definition
While OSC is related to uncertainty estimation [45] and model calibration [38], its
function is to reject inappropriate inputs to the CNN. We formulate the problem
as a variant of traditional multi-class classification where an input belongs to either
one of the K categories from the training data distribution or to an outlier/rejection
category, which is denoted as the K + 1 category. Given a training set Dtrain =
{(X1, y1) , (X2, y2) , . . . , (Xn, yn)}, where Xi is the i-th training input tensor and
yi ∈ Ctrain = {1, 2, . . . ,K} is its corresponding class label, the goal is to learn a
classifier F (X) = (f1, ..., fk), that correctly identifies the label of a known class and
separates known from unknown examples:
ŷ =
 argmaxk F (X) if S(X) ≥ δK + 1 if S(X) < δ (2.1)
where S (X) is an acceptance score function that determines whether the input
belongs to the training data distribution and δ is a threshold.
For testing, the evaluation set contains samples from both the set of classes seen
during training and additional unseen classes, i.e., Dtest = {(X1, y1) , (X2, y2) , . . . , (Xn, yn)},
where yi ∈ (Ctrain
⋃
Cunk) and Cunk contains classes that are not observed during
training.
2.3 Current Approaches and Limitations
We have organized methods for OSC into two complementary families: 1) inference
methods that create an explicit acceptance score function for separating novel inputs,
and 2) regularization methods that alter the feature representations during training
to better separate in-distribution and novel samples.
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2.4 Inference Methods: Outlier Detection in Pre-trained
Models
Inference methods use a pre-trained neural network to perform OOD detection, but
modify how the network outputs are used. Using pre-trained networks is advanta-
geous since no modifications to training need to be made to handle outlier samples,
and the low-level features of pre-trained networks have been shown to generalize
across different image datasets [115].
2.4.1 Output Layer Thresholding
The simplest approach to OOD detection is thresholding the output of a model, typ-
ically after normalizing by a softmax activation function. For multi-class classifiers,
the softmax layer assumes mutually exclusive categories, and in an ideal scenario
would produce a uniform posterior prediction for a novel sample. Unfortunately,
this ideal scenario does not occur in practice and serves as a poor estimate for un-
certainty [31, 78]. Still, the largest output of the softmax layer follows a different
distribution for OOD examples, i.e., in-distribution samples generally have a much
larger top output than OOD samples, and can be used to reject them [46]. We refer
to this output thresholding method as τ -Softmax, which computes the acceptance
score as:





where fk(X) is the output logit for class k.
The Out-of-Distribution Image Detection in Neural Networks (ODIN) model [69]
extends the thresholding approach by adjusting the softmax output through tem-
perature scaling on the activation function given by:
σS(F (X);T )k =
exp (fk(X)/T )∑K
j=1 exp (fj(X)/T )
, (2.3)
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where T is the temperature parameter used to soften the posterior distribution.
ODIN also applies small input perturbations to the test samples based on the gradi-
ent of this temperature adjusted softmax output. In this application, the sign of the
gradient is used to enhance the probability of inputs that are in-distribution while
minimally adjusting the output of OOD samples, i.e.,
X̃ = X − ε · sign (−∇X log σS(F (X);T )ŷ) , (2.4)
where ŷ = maxk F (X) is the network prediction and ε is the magnitude of the per-
turbation. This perturbation method is motivated by [35], which used the gradient
to generate adversarial examples that would enhance the posterior prediction of a
desired class regardless of the input. These two adjustments further separate in-
distribution and OOD samples, allowing for more accurate bounded classification
without any changes to a network’s architecture or training paradigm [69].
Additionally, per-class thresholds can be set for sample rejection typically after
using a sigmoid activation function on the output logit. The sigmoid activation
helps to avoid the normalization properties of the softmax activation and create
more discriminative per-class thresholds. This method is employed in the Deep
Open Classification (DOC) model [98], which alters a typical multi-class CNN ar-
chitecture by replacing the softmax activation of the final layer with a one-vs-rest
layer containing K sigmoid functions for the K classes seen during training. A
threshold, ki, is then established for each class by treating each example where
y = ki as a positive example and all samples where y 6= ki as negative examples.
During inference, if all outputs from the sigmoid activations are less than the re-
spective per-class thresholds, then the sample is rejected. For our evaluations, we
separate this per-class thresholding strategy from the one-vs-rest model training
strategy to isolate the benefits of each method.
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2.4.2 Distance Metrics
Outlier detection can also be done using distance-based metrics. Following the
formulation of Knorr and Ng [59], a number of distance-based methods [2, 3, 6, 86]
have been developed based on global and local density estimation by computing the
distance between a sample and the underlying data distribution.
Euclidean distance metrics have been widely used [97, 104], but they often fail
in high-dimensional feature spaces containing many classes. To mitigate this issue,
[75] showed that the feature space of a neural network trained with cross-entropy
loss approximates a Gaussian discriminant analysis classifier with a tied covariance
matrix between classes. Under this assumption, a Mahalanobis distance metric can




[G(X)− µk]T Σ−1 [G(X)− µk] , (2.5)
where G(X) is an embedding of the input image from the CNN, µk is the mean
for class k and Σ is the average class conditional covariance in feature space. This
approach is employed directly on CNNs by the Mahalanobis method [67], which
computes a class-conditional Mahalanobis metric across multiple CNN layers and
learns a linear classifier to combine these into a single acceptance score based on
cross-fold validation. Similar to Eq. 2.4, Mahalanobis uses input perturbations as
a pre-processing step, but computes the gradient with respect to the Mahalanobis
distance rather than the softmax output. This increases the separation between in-
distribution and OOD samples based on the assumption that in-distribution samples
will be located on the regions of maximum gradient with respect to the class centers,
whereas OOD samples will be more uniformly spread out in feature space. Because
the OOD score is computed across multiple CNN layers, an additional linear classifier
must be trained to combine the scores and make an overall OOD prediction. Unlike
other methods, this process requires a validation set of both in-distribution and OOD
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samples. If the OOD validation set does not reflect the type of OOD examples seen
during deployment, this approach may break down when deployed.
2.4.3 Extreme Value Theory
OOD detection methods based on extreme value theory (EVT) recognize novel in-
puts by characterizing the probability of occurrences that are more extreme than
any previously observed. This is typically implemented by characterizing the tail
of class-conditional distributions in feature space. It has been directly adapted to
CNN classifiers by modeling the distance to the nearest class mean in deep feature
space as an extreme value distribution [93, 94] and calculating an acceptance score
function as the posterior probability based on this EVT distribution. OpenMax [8]
specifically applies EVT to construct a sample weighting function to re-adjust the
output activations of a CNN based on a per-class Weibull probability distribution.
The output is rebalanced between the closed set classes and a rejection class, and
samples are rejected if the rejection class has a maximum activation or if the maxi-
mum activation falls below a threshold set from cross-fold validation.
2.5 Model Regulariztion: Seperating Outliers in Deep
Feature Space
In contrast to methods that solely use the acceptance score function, we can address
the problem of outlier detection in deep networks through model regularization to
alter the architecture of the network or how the network is trained. These methods
learn representations that enable better OOD detection performance.
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2.5.1 One-vs-All Training
The most common method for training a CNN classifier with K disjoint categories
is using cross-entropy loss calculated from a softmax activation function. Although
the softmax function is good for training a classifier over a closed set of classes, it
is problematic for outlier detection because the output probabilities are normalized,
resulting in high-probability estimates for inputs that are either absurd or intention-
ally produced to fool a network [35,78]. One-vs-rest classification models eliminate
the softmax layer of a traditional closed-set classifier and replace it with a logistic
sigmoid function for each class. While these per-class sigmoid activations no longer
have a probabilistic interpretation in a multi-class problem, they reduce the risk of
incorrectly classifying an OOD sample by treating each class as a closed-set classi-
fication task, which can be individually thresholded to identify outliers. The DOC
model is one version of a one-vs-rest classifier that replaces the traditional softmax
layer with a one-vs-rest layer of individual logistic sigmoid units [98].
2.5.2 Background Class Regularization
Another method for improving OOD detection performance via feature space regu-
larization is using a background class to separate novel classes from known training
samples. This technique is most commonly applied in object detection algorithms
where the use of separate region proposal and image classification algorithms re-
sult in a classifier that must handle ambiguous object proposals [89]. Often these
classifiers represent the background class as a separate output node which is trained
using datasets that have an explicit ‘clutter’ class such as MS COCO [71] or Caltech-
256 [37]. Alternatively, newer approaches have used background samples to train
a classifier to predict a uniform distribution when presented with anything other
than an in-distribution training sample [47]. This is done through various regular-
ization schemes including confidence loss [66] and the objectosphere loss [22] which
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have shown better performance than using a separate output node. Nevertheless,
for modern image classification datasets which may have 1,000+ classes, finding
explicit background samples that are exclusive of the training classes has become
exceedingly difficult.
Generative Models
Using CNNs for generative modeling has been an active area of research with the
advent of generative adversarial networks [34] and variational auto-encoders [57].
Generative models have extended earlier density estimation approaches for outlier
detection by more accurately approximating the input distribution. A well-trained
model can be used to directly predict if test samples are from the same input distri-
bution [76] or estimate this by measuring reconstruction error [81]. Paradoxically,
generative models have also been used to create OOD inputs from the training set
in order to condition a classifier to produce low confidence estimates similar to how
an explicit background class is used for model regularization [66,77,116].
2.6 Qualitative Assessments
To visually illustrate the differences between various methods, we trained a simple
model for outlier detection using the MNIST dataset. We used a shallow CNN
with a bottle-necked feature layer, i.e., the LeNet++ architecture [65], to allow
visualization of the resulting decision boundaries. Fig. 2.1 shows the 2-D decision
boundaries with blue representing in-distribution classification at a 95% true positive
rate threshold and red representing the resulting rejection region. Additionally, we
mapped samples from an unknown class represented by the Fashion-MNIST [113]
dataset in Fig. 2.2 to understand how the decision boundaries relate to the deep
CNN features of known and unknown classes.
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(a) Cross-Entropy (b) One-vs-Rest
(c) Bkg. Class Reg.
Figure 2.2: 2-D visualization of the effect of the different feature space regulariza-
tion strategies on separating in-distribution and outlier inputs The in-distribution
training set is MNIST while the OOD set is Fashion-MNSIT [113]. For back-
ground class regularization, the EMNIST-Letters dataset [16] is used as a source for
background samples
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These results illustrate that for a given feature space, inference strategies can
be divided between those that have unbounded acceptance regions (e.g., τ -Softmax)
with those that are bounded (e.g., OpenMax). Much has been made of this dis-
tinction [95] and it is seen as a strength of the inference methods with bounded
regions. However, as Fig. 2.2 represents, unknown inputs are rarely mapped into
these unbounded regions, but rather are centered around the origin in the deep fea-
ture space of a CNN. This implies that properly mapping the acceptance/rejection
region around the origin is critical performance. Of the bounded acceptance region
methods, OpenMax and Mahalanobis create the most compact decision boundaries.
However, having compact boundaries may not be the best option when generaliza-
tion to test inputs and unknown novel inputs is desired.
The goal of different feature space regularization strategies is to build robustness
into the deep feature space by separating knowns from potential unknowns. While
naively the One-vs-Rest training strategy appears to be a good solution by creating
more compact class conditional distributions, the technique does not directly impact
how features from unknown inputs will be mapped into the deep feature space.
Instead we see that regularizing the model with a representation of the unknown class
creates better separation between the known and unknown [22,66]. The difficulty in
this approach, however, lies in large-scale datasets with many hundreds of classes.
Current OSC research has either focused on developing inference strategies for
pre-trained models or a feature representation strategy for baseline inference meth-
ods. To minimize open-space risk, an OOD inference method should create a com-
pact decision boundary around the known classes in feature space. To facilitate
this, an ideal CNN should train to have compact class-conditional distributions in
feature space that are regularized against some representation of the unknown.
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2.7 Open Questions for OSC in Deep Learning Models
The vast majority of prior work for OSC in image classification has focused on
small, low-resolution datasets, e.g., MNIST and CIFAR-100. Deployed systems
like autonomous vehicles, where outlier detection would be critical, often operate
on images that have far greater resolution and experience environments with far
more categories. It is not clear from previous work if existing methods will scale.
In the following sections of this thesis we will compare methods across open set





In this chapter, we desire to understand open set classification performance as a
function of multiple variables. First we want to understand how the requirement to
detect data from unknown classes is affected by dataset scale both for the training
set and the evaluation set which includes open set classes. The modern boom in deep
learning approaches has been largely enabled by relatively new large scale datasets
that include hundreds of classes and millions of overall training samples (images).
We desire to understand ultimately how open set performance is affected as both the
overall number of classes in the training set is increased and as the overall number
of samples. Additionally we want to understand how the complexity of the open set
classes in the evaluation set affects overall performance.
Next, the other enabling technology in state-of-the-art deep learning networks
has been the development of deeper networks with hundreds of convolutional filters
per layer. Previous work has shown that deeper and wider networks produce more
21
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accurate results but often lead to un-calibrated predictions [38]. We desire to un-
derstand if there was a correlation between model capacity in a CNN, i.e., the depth
and width of convolutional layers, and the resulting OSC performance.
Finally, we look to understand how different commonly used regularization
schemes in training deep networks affects OSC performance. In general, model regu-
larization strategies, including both auxiliary loss functions and data augmentation
techniques, are introduced during training to prevent over-fitting to the training
set and improve generalization to unseen samples from the closed set of classes in
the evaluation set. It is logical to assume that improving generalization might also
improve model calibration by preventing the model to be overly confident; however,
it is not clear how this performance would translate to recognizing examples as
novel that may be similar to the training classes but are ultimately from open set
classes. We perform experiments to test the effect of common regularization schemes
on OSC performance and hypothesize why some regularization types improve OSC
performance more than others.
3.2 Assessment Details
To quantify OSC performance, we use two separate metrics for evaluation. First
we use the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUROC) metric
to assess OSC performance of each approach as a binary detector for separating
in-distribution and outlier samples. AUROC characterizes the performance across
a full range of threshold values, regardless of the range of unique values for each
inference method’s scoring function. AUROC has been a commonly used metric
for measuring OOD detection capabilities in image classification datasets [46, 47,
66, 67, 69]. This metric is best suited for comparing the inference methods which
use the same pre-trained model; however, when comparing regularization techniques
where the underlying closed-set accuracy can differ between models, we want a more
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discriminating measure.
Thus, we also adopt the area under the open set classification characteristic
curve [22] (AUOSC), which is an adaptation on the traditional ROC curve mea-
suring instead the correct classification rate versus false positive rate. This correct
classification rate is the difference between the model accuracy and the false nega-
tive rate. Intuitively, this metric takes into account whether true positive samples
are actually classified as the correct class and thus rewards methods which reject
incorrectly classified positive samples before rejecting samples that are correctly
classified. We extend the open set classification characteristic curve from [22] to
calculate the area under the curve which provides an easy assessment of perfor-
mance across different experimental paradigms and datasets.
To estimate the ability of OSC methods to scale, we trained models on the Im-
ageNet large-scale image classification dataset (ImageNet). The ImageNet dataset
was part of the ImageNet large-scale Visual Recognition Challenge [92] between
2012 and 2017 and evaluated an algorithm’s ability to classify inputs into one of
1,000 possible categories. The dataset consists of 1.28 million training images (732-
1300 per class) and 50,000 labeled validation images (50 per class), which we use
for evaluation. We train an 18-layer ResNet model [44] for image classification on
500 randomly chosen classes, reserving the remaining 500 for intra-dataset OSC
experiments.
To train the models, we use stochastic gradient descent with a mini-batch size
of 256, momentum weighting of 0.9, and weight decay penalty factor of 0.0001. All
models are trained for 90 epochs, starting with a learning rate of 0.1 that is decayed
by a factor of 10 every 30 epochs. Training parameters were held constant for all
feature space regularization strategies unless otherwise noted. The baseline cross-
entropy trained model for the 500 class partition achieves 78.04% top-1 (94.10%
top-5) accuracy.
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3.2.1 Inference Method Comparison
To begin our assessment, we compare six of the inference methods described in
Sec. 2.4 on large-scale image classification datasets using a pre-trained deep CNN
model trained with cross entropy loss. We summarize their acceptance score func-
tions and inference complexity in Table 3.1. The specific implementation details for
the inference methods evaluated are as follows:
1. τ-Softmax – This simple baseline approach finds a global threshold from the
final output of the model after the associated activation function is applied.
The method yields good results on common small-scale datasets [46] and can
be easily extended to datasets with many classes.
2. DOC – Per-class thresholding has been shown to successfully reject outlier
inputs during testing on common, small-scale datasets [99]. Adapting this
method to larger datasets is more computationally expensive than τ -Softmax
because a per-class threshold must be established.
3. ODIN – This approach can outperform τ -Softmax when using well-trained
CNNs; however, the technique adds computational complexity during infer-
ence to calculate input perturbations [69]. ODIN also adds additional hyper-
parameters for the magnitude of input perturbation and a temperature scaling
factor which must be determined through cross-validation.
4. OpenMax – OpenMax is one of the only methods previously tested on Im-
ageNet [8]. It models a per-class EVT distribution and has multiple hyper-
parameters that must be tuned through cross-validation making it relatively
cumbersome to use for large-scale datasets during training. Once these pa-
rameters have been found, however, it presents a robust inference method for
estimating whether a sample belongs to one of the known classes or to an
explicitly modeled outlier class. In the original implementation the decision
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rule for rejection involves a two step process where a sample is rejected as
novel if either the outlier class is largest or the maximum class confidence of
in-distribution classes is below a user-defined threshold. Because we evaluate
methods across a range of thresholds, we have simplified this decision rule by
setting the model confidence to zero if the outlier class is largest, otherwise the
largest non-outlier confidence class is returned as the acceptance score value.
5. One-Class SVM – One-class SVMs have been employed as a simple unsu-
pervised alternative to density estimation for detecting anomalies. They have
been tested across a wide variety of datasets, but not on the large-scale image
datasets and CNN architectures used in this analysis. We use a radial basis
function kernel to allow a non-linear decision boundary in deep feature space
and tune hyperparameters via cross-validation.
6. Mahalanobis – In [67], the Mahalanobis metric was computed at multiple
layers within a network and then combined via a linear classifier that was
calibrated using a small validation set made up of in-distribution and outlier
samples. To avoid biasing the model by training with open set data, we only
compute the Mahalanobis metric in the final feature space. Adapting this
metric to a large-scale dataset is straightforward, however, there is additional
computational and memory overhead to estimate and store class conditional
means and a global covariance matrix in feature space.
Hyperparameters for each inference method are tuned using outlier samples
drawn from uniform noise to avoid unfairly biasing results to the datasets used
for evaluation. Performance of each of the inference methods listed is shown in
Fig. 3.1.
Because the OSC performance increase from ODIN comes at a computational
and memory cost, we also want to understand which elements of the inference
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Table 3.1: The studied inference methods for OOD detection. Inference complexity








τ -Softmax [46] Simple Threshold 1
DOC [98] Per-Class Threshold 1
ODIN [69] Temp Adjusted Threshold 3
OpenMax [8] Per-Class EVT Rescaling 1
One-Class SVM [96] SVM Score 1
Mahalanobis [67] Generative-Distance Metric 3
method contribute most to the overall improvement in order to find the most effi-
cient application of computational resources for OSC. To do this we performed an
ablation of the method by looking at the OSC performance gained from temperature
scaling and input perturbation independently as shown in Fig. 3.2. For temperature
scaling, we performed two variations: one where the temperature is chosen based
on the procedure to minimize overall model calibration error as outlined in [38] and
another where we grid search on a leave-out validation set for the best temperature
for OSC performance independent of the impact on overall model calibration or
closed set classification performance.
3.2.2 OSC Similarity Comparison
To evaluate the large-scale open set classification capabilities across a variety of
OOD datasets, we created three separate outlier detection problems that vary in
difficulty:
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Figure 3.1: Specialized Inference Methods for Large-Scale OSC. Left) The ROC
curve for various inference methods designed to determine whether samples are from
known classes seen during training or from an unknown class. A ResNet-18 model
is trained on a split made up of 500 randomly chosen categories from ImageNet.
Evaluation is performed on the full ImageNet validation set with categories unseen
during training being labeled as unknown (negative category). Right) The relative
memory and computational cost of these specialized inference methods is shown
relative to baseline confidence thresholding.
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Figure 3.2: Effects of Input Perturbation and Temperature Scaling. An ablation
experiment for detecting intra-dataset open set classes on a ResNet-18 model trained
on 500 classes of ImageNet. As shown an optimal temperature scaling factor provides
much of the overall performance benefit from the ODIN method with virtually no
increase in computational complexity.
1. Noise: As the easiest OSC task, we evaluate both uniform and Gaussian
noise inputs, which has been widely studied as a baseline [46, 61, 66, 69]. For
the Gaussian images, we generate synthetic images from a zero mean, unit
variance Gaussian distribution to match the data normalization scheme used
for training our models.
2. Inter-Dataset: As a problem of intermediate difficulty, we study each method’s
ability to detect outlier samples drawn from a separate medium to high resolu-
tion image classification dataset. We include samples drawn from the Oxford
Flowers dataset [79] and select categories of the Places dataset [120]. Specif-
ically we removed overlapping categories from the Places dataset with our
ImageNet training set determined using the hypernym/hyponym relationship
from the Wordnet lexicon [27]. Additionally, for the Places dataset we sampled
only from the outdoor categories leaving the indoor categories for regulariza-
tion experiments as described below.
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3. Intra-Dataset: As the hardest outlier detection task, we used the remaining
500 categories from ImageNet that were not used for training.
In summary, the training set and models are kept fixed across the three paradigms,
but the test sets vary across them. We construct the open set evaluation samples for
each problem by randomly choosing 10,000 in-distribution samples evenly among the
in-distribution classes and 10,000 outlier samples evenly among the open set classes
within each respective dataset’s validation set. This evaluation process was repeated
5 times and the resulting metrics were averaged.
To plot OSC performance across the varying OOD datasets against a meaningful




















where P and Q are the in-distribution and OOD sample spaces respectively and
G(·, ·) is a Gaussian kernel whose scaling parameter is set to the median Euclidean
distance of the aggregate set (P ∪Q). MMD is commonly used for quantifying the
distance between datasets drawn from different distributions. Using this metric, we
plot the OSC performance as a function of the MMD similarity in Fig. 3.3.
3.2.3 Regularization Comparison
Finally to assess the benefit of feature space regularization, we tested across three
different training paradigms, including standard cross entropy training. The feature
space regularization strategies for improving outlier detection were implemented as
follows:
1. Cross-Entropy – As a baseline, we train each network with standard cross-
entropy loss to represent a common feature space for CNN-based models.
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Figure 3.3: In-distribution / OOD Similarity Comparison. AUROC for OSC as
a function of the MMD metric (log-scale, axis-reversed) measured from ResNet-18
embeddings for each dataset tested. For all methods tested, there is a large decrease
in open set accuracy as the difference in feature representations of in-distribution
and open set datasets decreases
2. One-vs-Rest – The one-vs-rest training strategy was implemented by substi-
tuting a sigmoid activation layer for the typical softmax activation and using a
binary cross-entropy loss function. In this paradigm, every image is a negative
example for every category it is not assigned to. This creates a much larger
number of negative training examples for each class than positive examples.
For this reason, we re-weight the negative-class training loss to be proportional
to the positive-class loss to ensure comparable closed-set validation accuracy.
3. Background Class Regularization – The Entropic Open Set method [22]
is a regularization scheme which uses a background class and a unique loss
function during training to optimize the feature space of a neural network for
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separating known classes from potential unknowns. Similar to the confidence
loss term in [66], the Entropic Open Set loss forces samples from the back-
ground class to the null vector in feature space by calculating the cross-entropy
of a uniform distribution for these samples. An additional regularization term
is used to measure the hinge loss of the magnitude between samples in the
background class and the training samples in feature space. For the back-
ground class, we use samples drawn from classes in the Places dataset that
do not overlap with ImageNet classes and are distinct from the classes in the
Places OSC experiments.
For background class regularization of an ImageNet trained model, we use the
Places dataset, which contains high-resolution images of scenes which are grouped
into categories based on their human-related function [120]. We removed 103 cat-
egories from Places that overlapped with ImageNet, which were determined using
the hypernym/hyponym relationship from the Wordnet lexicon [27]. The remain-
ing classes were then split into outdoor and indoor sub-groups. The indoor classes
are used for training models that require background class regularization, while im-
ages from the outdoor classes are used for our inter-dataset OSC experiments of
intermediate difficulty. Results from these experiments are shown in Table 3.2.
In Fig. 3.4 we also show the resulting ROC curves for the ImageNet Intra-
Dataset problem across the three feature spaces tested, which demonstrate that
there is little to no benefit from background class regularization versus standard
cross-entropy training in the open set classification task.
3.2.4 Model Depth and Width
Current state-of-the-art networks on large-scale image datasets often have hundreds
of layers and hundreds of convolutional filters per layer. Previous work has shown
that deeper and wider networks produce more accurate results, but often lead to
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Table 3.2: Area Under the Open Set Classification curve (AUOSC) for outlier detec-
tion and open set classification performance in ImageNet trained models averaged
over 5 runs. Top performer for each in-distribution / OOD combination is in blue
along with statistically insignificant differences from the top performer as deter-
mined by DeLong’s test [19] (α = 0.01 with a correction for multiple comparisons
within each column).
Features Space Inference Method Gaussian Places-Out ImageNet-Open
CrossEntropy
τ -Softmax 0.786 0.713 0.688
DOC 0.786 0.713 0.688
ODIN 0.787 0.744 0.714
OpenMax 0.786 0.712 0.687
One-Class SVM 0.744 0.632 0.632
Mahalanobis 0.751 0.523 0.502
One-vs-Rest
τ -Softmax 0.649 0.539 0.539
DOC 0.633 0.483 0.483
ODIN 0.650 0.560 0.560
OpenMax 0.649 0.500 0.500
One-Class SVM 0.637 0.499 0.499
Mahalanobis 0.623 0.439 0.439
Background Class Regularization
τ -Softmax 0.751 0.746 0.717
DOC 0.751 0.746 0.720
ODIN 0.784 0.765 0.739
OpenMax 0.734 0.672 0.737
One-Class SVM 0.743 0.719 0.719
Mahalanobis 0.750 0.545 0.493
uncalibrated predictions [38].
As an additional experiment, we desire to understand if there is a correlation
between model capacity in a CNN, i.e., the depth and width of convolutional layers,
and the resulting OSC performance. Our results indicate that in general novelty
detection performance is related to overall model accuracy and varies as the feature
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(a) Cross-Entropy (b) One-vs-Rest
(c) Background Class Reg.
Figure 3.4: ROC curves for the ImageNet / Intra-Dataset (Open Set) test.
space representation changes. To answer this question, we follow the protocol of [38]
and train a series of ResNet models with either a fixed convolutional filter width (64)
and varying depths (10-152 layers) or fixed depth (18 layers) and varying number
of filter channels per layer (16-128). The results from these experiments are shown
in Fig. 3.5. Since performance on detecting open set samples largely tracks overall
model accuracy it is not overly surprising that as the depth and width grow and
model accuracy increases, then outlier detection performance also increases. Unlike
the previously reported negative effect of model capacity on confidence calibration,
there is no indication that increasing model depth or width negatively impacts OSC
performance.
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Figure 3.5: Examination of OOD detection performance as a function of model
capacity. A ResNet architecture was varied in either depth or width and trained on
the ImageNet-500 split and then tested for detecting image classes unseen during
training via either the Places dataset (Inter-dataset) or the remaining ImageNet
categories (Intra-dataset). Overall improvements in performance as reflected in the
AUROC of the model track improvements in model accuracy as model capacity
increases.
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3.2.5 Discussion
For inference methods, we see that ODIN performs best on detecting open set classes
from the ImageNet dataset for a pre-trained model across all three feature space reg-
ularization methods and across all outlier datasets evaluated. These results show
the power of input perturbation and temperature scaling by showing improved per-
formance over baseline methods and even more advanced methods on ImageNet,
regardless of the feature space and difficulty of the OSC problem. However, this
improvement comes at nearly a third reduction in image throughput and more than
three times the memory cost during inference (see Fig. 3.1). Results among the re-
maining inference methods are mixed, with the baseline global thresholding method
(τ -Softmax) performing equal to or better than all other methods for the most diffi-
cult, open set, outlier detection problem. Finally, while in general OSC performance
decreases as the similarity between the OOD and in-distribution data increases, the
relative performance increase of the ODIN method above the other methods tested
is consistent across the different OOD datasets tested.
A large portion of the performance gain from ODIN can be achieved through
temperature scaling alone as shown in Fig. 3.2, which comes at virtually no increase
in computational complexity or memory cost during inference as compared to the
input perturbation method. This appears contradictory to recent improvements in
OSC [20,67] which have solely focused on utilizing the input perturbation methods
to improve performance. Additionally our experiments show that finding a temper-
ature scaling factor to optimize OSC performance is a separate task than finding
the optimal temperature for minimizing calibration error.
Additionally, looking closer at the benefit of the different feature space represen-
tation methods tested, the results are mixed depending on the difficulty of the OSC
problem. In general one-vs-rest training, results in reduced overall classification per-
formance as seen in the lower AUOSC results which makes it a less desirable option
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for actually performing open set classification. Further, the benefit of background
class regularization is demonstrated most significantly when detecting outlier sam-
ples that are similar to the background dataset used for training. The quantity of
this improvement is reduced, however, as the OSC problem becomes more difficult.
Nevertheless, background class regularization did not hurt either outlier detection or
open set classification performance for any inference method except the Mahalanbois
method.
Fundamentally, the increase in OSC difficulty as the similarity increases between
OOD and in-distribution samples is due to the network confusing OOD inputs with
known classes. This confusion stems from the feature space of the CNN classifier
which learns to be most sensitive to variations in the training distribution that are
semantically meaningful while ignoring variations that are not semantically mean-
ingful among the known classes. Dealing with semantically meaningful variations in
images from both known and unknown classes that are not included in the training
set is ultimately the most significant problem in the OSC process.
Research in OSC has largely focused on either developing inference strategies for
pre-trained models or a feature representation strategy for baseline inference meth-
ods for detecting outlier samples. However, as our results show, a large performance
increase can be gained by combining an advanced inference technique with a feature
space regularization strategy. Nevertheless, the performance increase over baseline
techniques appears to be much smaller as the dataset becomes more complex and
the novelty detection problem becomes more difficult.
Chapter 4
Improved Feature




In this chapter we describe our process for improving representations for open set
classification. The current inference strategies which are covered in the background
form the basis for our new approach which builds a better feature space representa-
tion for applying these open set classification methods to large scale datasets without
the use of a background class in training. These OOD inference methods can be
greatly improved by using a straight forward regularization scheme that makes com-
parisons between classes and open-space more accurate with minimal impact to the
generalization capability of the classifier. Our goal is to find a way that can improve
the detection of novel classes without the reliance of a non-overlapping background
37
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class which is problematic to derive for datasets which contain a large amount of
classes. Our process which we title Tempered Mixup is a data augmentation scheme
paired with a unique auxiliary loss formulation.
Data augmentation is a very common practice in deep learning models to pre-
vent over-fitting to training data and increase model robustness to various input
corruptions. For basic training methods of deep learning models, random mirroring
of the image along the horizontal axis and cropping and resizing to different scales
are common practices used in state-of-the-art models [44]. Additionally, work has
been performed to learn which from a series of potential image manipulations (e.g.
translation, shearing, contrast/color adjustment, etc.) can be combined to most
improve model performance. This technique which is known as Auto-Augment has
been performed to improve both raw model accuracy [18] and model robustness to
corrupted imagery [48].
Further, recent research has shown that more sophisticated augmentation such as
random occlusions and random blurring of small sections of the image may improve
accuracy on clean data and improve robustness to similar image corruptions [20].
Further the technique called CutMix, replaces a small section of the image with a
portion of different image in the training set rather than just occluding it with the
hope of finding a more well behaved model when dealing with samples that may not
be accurately represented in the training data [117]. Finally, most relevant to our
method is the data augmentation technique known as Mixup which also combines
two separate images from the training set into a single example by forming a element-
wise convex combination of the two input samples [118]. This technique has proven
to be very successful by both improving model accuracy as originally proposed and
in other applications by improving model calibration [105] and model robustness to
certain types of image corruptions [15]. Interestingly thought one area where mixup
augmentation has not shown to improve deep learning classification performance is
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in the area of open set classification and out-of-distribution detection. Specifically
in [15], a 50% reduction in OOD detection performance on models when mixup
is used versus baseline cross entropy loss training and confidence thresholding to
identify OOD samples.
A simple method related to input augmentation which has also show promise
for improving model robustness is label perturbation. In general this method works
by penalizing over-confident predictions by perturbing the target during training
thus resulting in an improved calibration of predictive uncertainty in the model.
The simplest application of this strategy is label smoothing [103] which changes the
ground-truth label to a smoothed distribution whose probability of non-targeted
labels are α/K where α is a user defined smoothing parameter and K is the number
of classes. This process has been shown to offer a modest amount of robustness
to unknown input corruptions [54] but results for improving OOD detection versus
even simple outlier distributions has been mixed [15].
As an alternative to data augmentation policies, auxiliary losses have a long
history in machine learning for encouraging certain model behaviors. L2 or L1
regularization has long been used to reduce model over-fitting to training data and
improve generalization by directly penalizing large parameter values within a model
which then produce smaller feature space activation. Recently, direct regularization
of the feature space representation has been used to improve different aspects of
model performance. Center Loss [109] penalizes the euclidean distance between a
samples feature space representation and the associated class mean thus reducing
the inter-class variance and creating more compact class-conditional distributions
in deep feature space. It has been used extensively in many face identification deep
learning models [72, 107, 111] where a single class must be recognized against a
background of potential imposters [70].
Finally confidence loss was proposed by [22] for directly regularizing a multi-
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class classification model to improve detection of outlier classes. The loss is a simple
addition to standard cross entropy loss training
Lconf =
 − logSk(F (X)) if X ∈ Dtrain− 1K ∑Kk=1 logSk(F (X)) if X ∈ Dbkg (4.1)
where the first term of samples fromDtrain is standard training for in-distribution
training, but the second loss term over samples from Dbkg forces the model to push
samples from a representative background class toward a uniform posterior distri-
bution. When a model is trained in this manner it has been shown that this also
results in background samples being mapped to the null space of the deep feature
space embedding prior to classification.
4.2 Background Class Selection for Confidence Loss
The difficulty in applying confidence loss to large-scale visual recognition problems
such as the ImageNet dataset stems from the problem of background selection.
Multiple approaches have been developed for producing open set images including
using alternative datasets which are distinct from the training set [22, 85] and even
using generative methods to produce images outside of the manifold defined by the
training set [66,77]. Naturally, the performance of the open set classifier trained with
open set images is tied to the “representativeness” of the background dataset and its
similarity to the known training set. We first demonstrate this effect looking at the
feature space learned for MNIST classification under various types of background
datasets. As shown in Fig. 4.1, when the potential unknowns (in this case the
Extended-MNIST letters dataset) are very similar to the known data the resulting
robustness gained is very dependent on the properties of the background set.
The difficulty for even small-scale classification is that the effectiveness of certain
background sets cannot be known a priori and seemingly representative background
datasets can sometimes fail to produce better open set robustness. We demonstrate






Figure 4.1: LeNet++ Feature Space from Various Background datasets. The result-
ing robustness to inputs from novel categories is shown after training with various
background datasets. Because the unknown dataset is very similar to the set of
training data little robustness is gained from background images that don’t explictly
contain the open set classes. Additionally even when these classes are included there
is still some class confusion that can occur as shown in the bottom feature space.
this phenomenon further using the CIFAR-10 dataset and a 32-layer ResNet model
in Fig. 4.2. As shown, if a background class is not chosen carefully the resulting
model will not perform well in detecting outlier examples across the full range of
potential sources. In particular there is a clear relationship between the similarity of
the background class to the in-distribution set and the resulting OOD performance.
An appropriate background class should be as close to the in-distribution as possible
(as illustrated in the Maximum Mean Discrepancy metric) while avoiding too close
of a semantic overlap to the in-distribution classes. However, if a background class
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is too close or does have some semantic overlap then the model will suffer in both
OSC and closed set performance which is illustrated by the LSUN regularized model
in Figure 4.2.
Figure 4.2: Novelty Detection vs Background Class Selection. The performance of
confidence loss for improving open set performance is dependent on the selected
background class. As the background class becomes more dissimilar from the in-
distribution data, it becomes less useful for improving model performance on difficult
open set classification problems. Our method does not require a background class
for training and thus is robust across a wide-range of different input types.
What this ultimately comes down to is ensuring that a background class is
similar to the in-distribution dataset from a statistical distribution perspective and
is diverse in the outlier categories it represents while avoiding overlapping semantic
categories with the in-distribution set. If curating a large-scale training set is difficult
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as illustrated in [92] then finding a non-overlapping background set is even harder.
This is evident in a number of different experiments which do not even address
the semantic overlap in categories in the in-distribution and OOD datasets during
evaluation [8, 9, 22, 46, 69]. For example, one very common experiments in most
OOD detection literature involves using the CIFAR-10 dataset as in-distribution
while using the TinyImageNet [64] dataset as a source for OOD examples. A simple
test with the WordNet lexicon [27] though reveals that there are 22/200 categories in
TinyImageNet which have a direct semantic relationship (hypernym or hyponym) to
CIFAR-10 categories (e.g. Albatross vs Bird). While this could be easily corrected
for evaluation purposes, based on available code databases it is often not addressed.
The problem for semantic overlap only increases as the number of categories in the
in-distibution dataset grows which makes finding an appropriate background set and
evaluation paradigm for large-scale OSC non-trivial. It is with these considerations
that we desire an approach that applies the principles of confidence loss, teaching
the model to map inputs from open set classes to the null space of the deep feature
embedding, without the overhead of designing an optimal background training set
that will perform well for all OOD tasks.
4.3 Mixup Training
Mixup is a regularization approach that combines two separate images from the
training set into a single example by forming an elementwise convex combination
of the two input samples [118]. Mixup can improve model accuracy [118], model
calibration [105], and model robustness to certain types of image corruptions [15].
However, Mixup has not been shown to be beneficial for open set classification,
and in [15] Mixup resulted in a 50% reduction in detecting unknown classes versus
baseline cross-entropy training.
Mixup is based on the principle of Vicinal Risk Minimization (VRM) [11] where a
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classification model is trained not only on the direct samples in the training set, but
also in the vicinity of each training sample to better sample the training distribution.
In Mixup, these vicinal training samples (x̃, ỹ) are generated as a simple convex
combination of two randomly selected input samples, Xi and Xj :
X̃ = λXi + (1− λ)Xj
ỹ = λyi + (1− λ)yj
(4.2)
where yi and yj are the associated targets for the selected input samples. The linear
interpolation factor λ ∈ [0, 1] is drawn from a symmetric Beta(α, α) distribution
where the shape of the distribution is determined by the hyper-parameter, α which
trades off training with mostly unmixed examples versus training with averaged
inputs and labels. By training with standard cross-entropy loss on these vicinal
examples, the model learns to vary the strength of its output between class mani-
folds. The effect of this training is a substantial improvement in model calibration
and accuracy on large-scale image classification tasks [15, 50, 105]. Our approach
uses a variant of Mixup to overcome the need for an explicit background set with
confidence loss training.
4.4 Improving Robustness of Open Set Inputs
The goal of open set classification is to label points that are ”far” from known
training samples as unknown instead of arbitrarily assigning one of the known classes
from the training data. While multiple works [8, 9, 95] have attempted to define
inference methods that appropriately define what metric and threshold should be
used to define ”far” from the known training data to this point there has been
very limited work on designing training methods for deep neural networks that
craft the learned feature space in a way to make metrics measuring in-distribution
and OOD more discriminative. The primary reason for this is that developing
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a feature space that separates the known training set against an unknown OOD
dataset is an example of a one-class classification problem where learning must be
done with only examples from the positive class. As stated in 2 there are multiple
classification approaches to this in classical machine learning theory (e.g. one class
SVM); however, a formulation of a loss function to enable training of deep learning
models has not be readily established in literature.
To design our method we first observe that the output space and resulting feature
spaces of a deep neural network based classifier trained using cross entropy loss
(as used in [8, 46, 67, 69]) is normalized in a way that makes it sub-optimal for
detecting abnormal samples. When trying to derive a regularization scheme for the
inference methods shown in 2.4 we observe that all of the inference methods reject
inputs projected near the origin in deep feature space, however, for most types of
out-of-distribution inputs tested, this rejection region does not capture the feature
space occupied by the novel inputs (reference Figure 2.1). While novel inputs are
centered around the origin and, as observed in [22], tend to have a smaller magnitude
in feature space than samples from the known class, additional regularization is
needed to collapse features from novel samples towards the origin. Thus to obtain
better internal representations for open set classification, we combine two forms of
regularization: Mixup and auxiliary class confidence loss.
Re-balancing Class Targets
As originally proposed, Mixup is a form of model regularization that trains on lin-
ear combinations of inputs and targets, and encourages a model to learn smoother
decision boundaries between class manifolds. While smoother decision boundaries
promote better generalization, they also benefit open set classification. This is be-
cause smoother boundaries reduce the likelihood of a model producing a confident
but wrong prediction with an input that does not lie on the class manifolds learned
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from the training set. Mixup essentially turns a single label classification problem
into a multi-label problem by creating additional samples through the linear mix-
ture of inputs and feature space embeddings. The question then becomes: is a linear
combination of the targets appropriate for a linear combination of features in train-
ing a model to produce accurate uncertainty estimates in the space between class
manifolds?
We answer this question by looking at how the target entropy of a model trained
via cross-entropy loss changes as a function of the mixing factor λ. As shown in
Fig. 4.3, using a linear combination of targets, Eq. 4.2, to mix the labels does
not capture the increase in uncertainty that we desire for examples that are off of
the class manifold, e.g., the highly mixed examples. Instead we can re-balance the
target labels with an additional label smoothing term modulated by the interpolation
factor, λ, with an adjusted target mixing scheme as follows:




where ỹ is the normal linear mixing from Eq. 4.2 and K is the number of known
target classes. Using this re-balancing, we can temper the model confidence for
highly mixed samples such that they approach a uniform distribution prediction. As
shown in Fig. 4.3, this approach assigns a much higher target entropy to highly mixed
up samples, including when they are mixed from the same class. This tempering
effect is magnified as the number of known classes increases.





Figure 4.3: Ideally, for unknown inputs a classifier’s output probabilities will ap-
proach a uniform distribution. Using Mixup, samples that are more mixed should
have higher entropy, but this does not occur to the extent necessary in the original
formulation. Instead, Tempered Mixup uses a novel formulation that ensures the
target entropy for mixed examples approaches that of a uniform distribution. This
figure demonstrates this in both the 10 class and 500 class setting.
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4.4.1 Tempered Mixup
Tempered Mixup is an open set classification training method that overcomes the
need for a background training set by using a modified form of Mixup with a novel
variant of confidence loss regularization. Using Mixup enables the creation of off-
manifold samples based on the training input distribution, and it enables control
over how similar the simulated outliers are to the known classes. This allows the
CNN to learn features that are robust to open set classes through a number of
different specialized inference methods, including baseline confidence thresholding.
Instead of training with standard cross-entropy (softmax) loss with labels drawn
from the convex combination of images as prescribed in the standard Mixup al-
gorithm, Tempered Mixup uses a modified version of the auxiliary confidence loss
function to regularize how the model maps these inputs into deep feature space. To
do this, we apply the Mixup coefficient drawn per sample from a symmetric Beta
distribution to a modified confidence loss equation. This allows us to simultane-
ously minimize the loss for misclassifying samples from the known classes and map
unknown samples that are far from the known classes to the origin. The Tempered
Mixup loss is given by:
LTempMix = −|2λ− 1|
K∑
k=1







where σS is the softmax function applied to the vector F (X̃), λ is the sampled
mixing interpolation factor, ỹ denotes the linearly mixed targets, K is the number
of known classes, and ζ weights the amount of confidence loss applied to highly
mixed up samples. Tempered Mixup is a straight-forward extension of traditional
mini-batch stochastic gradient descent (SGD) with cross-entropy loss training for
deep neural network models.
Overall, model training with Tempered Mixup is a straight-forward extension of
traditional mini-batch SGD with cross entropy loss training for deep neural network
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models. We use the modification to the Mixup process as outlined in [50] and [106]
to perform Mixup on mini-batches of randomly sampled inputs. This process is
covered in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: Tempered Mixup using mini-batch SGD.
Parameters: mini-batch size (m); Beta dist. shape (α); Conf. Loss Wt.
(ζ)
Input: Dtrain = {(X1, y1) , (X2, y2) , . . . , (Xn, yn)}
Result: Trained Model, F (X)
for mini-batch (X1, . . . , Xm; y1 . . . , ym) ∈ Dtrain do
1. Randomly generate mixing coefficients, λ1, . . . , λm from Beta(α, α)
and indices through random shuffling for combining inputs;
2. Generate X̃ and ỹ from Eq. 4.2;
3. Feed-forward X̃ through network, F (X̃);
4. Compute Tempered Mixup Loss from Eq. 4.4 using mixing
coefficient, λ, and Conf. Loss Weight, ζ, then back-propagate to train
network;
end
4.4.2 Visualizations of Deep CNN Feature Space to Unknowns
To visually illustrate the benefit of Tempered Mixup in separating known and un-
known samples, we trained a simple CNN model (LeNet++ architecture [65]) to
classify MNIST digits as known classes and use Extended MNIST Letters as un-
known classes (overlaid as black points). The CNN architecture has a bottle-necked
two dimensional feature space to allow the visualization of the resulting embeddings.
As shown in Fig. 4.4, Tempered Mixup collapses the embedding of samples from
the unknown classes towards the origin, thus reducing the overlap (and confusion
with) known classes. This is a dramatic improvement over common regulatization
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methods such as Label Smoothing [103] and Center Loss [109] and even improves
on methods trained with an explicit background set such as Entropic Open Set and
Objectosphere [22].
(a) Cross-Entropy (b) Label Smoothing (c) One-vs-Rest
(d) Center Loss (e) Entropic Open Set (f) Objectosphere
(g) Tempered Mixup
Figure 4.4: Visualization of regularization strategies for OSC. The in-distribution
training set is MNIST, while unknown samples are from the Extended-MNIST-
Letters dataset [16]. For Entropic Open Set and Objectosphere, the Omniglot
dataset [63] is used for background samples.
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4.5 Experiments
To evaluate the open set robustness of our method against current state-of-the-art
techniques, we first compare against baselines established using the MNIST [65] and
CIFAR-10 [60] datasets as known classes and samples drawn from similar, but dis-
tinct, datasets as unknown classes. We then compare the performance of Tempered
Mixup to standard Mixup training and other forms of VRM data augmentation.
Finally, we extend our small-scale experiments to show how our method scales to
large-scale open set classification problems.
4.5.1 Open Set Performance Assessment
An open set classifier needs to correctly classify samples from known classes and
identify samples from unknown classes. This makes evaluation more complex than
out-of-distribution detection, which simplifies the detection task to a binary in/out
classification problem.
Our primary metric is the area under the open set classification (AUOSC) curve.
It measures the correct classification rate among known classes versus the false pos-
itive rate for accepting an open set sample, and has been used as a standard metric
for open set classification [22]. The correct classification rate can be viewed as the
difference between normal model accuracy and the false negative rate for rejection.
Intuitively, AUOSC takes into account whether true positive samples are actually
classified as the correct class and thus rewards methods which reject incorrectly
classified positive samples before rejecting samples that are correctly classified. In
addition to reporting the area under the curve, we also calculate the correct clas-
sification rate at a specific false positive rate of 10−1. Finally, we also report the
area under the Receiver Operating Characteristic (AUROC) for identifying unknown
classes as a measure of pure out-of-distribution detection performance.
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4.5.2 Comparison Methods
We compare our method against the following approaches:
1. Cross-entropy: As a baseline, we train each network with standard cross-
entropy loss to represent a common feature space for CNN-based models.
2. One-vs-Rest [98]: The one-vs-rest training strategy was implemented by
substituting a sigmoid activation layer for the typical softmax activation and
using a binary cross-entropy loss function. In this paradigm, every image is
a negative example for every category it is not assigned to. This creates a
much larger number of negative training examples for each class than positive
examples.
3. Label Smoothing [103]: By smoothing target predictions during cross-entropy
training, the model learns to regularize overconfident predictions and produce
less confident and more calibrated predictions.
4. CenterLoss [109]: A form of model regularization that increases the ro-
bustness of the class-conditional feature representation by encouraging tightly
grouped class clusters. This is achieved by penalizing the Euclidean distance
between samples and their class-mean (inter-class variance). By reducing the
inter-class variance, a more precise rejection threshold can theoretically be
established for separating known from unknown samples.
5. Entropic Open Set [22]: The Entropic Open Set method applies the confi-
dence loss formulation (Eq. 4.1) using a background class to train the model
to reduce model confidence on unknown classes.
6. Objectosphere [22]: Objectosphere separates known from unknown classes
by training with a background class and reducing the magnitude of learned
features for unknown classes. Instead of using the confidence loss formulation,
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it uses a margin based hinge-loss centered around the origin in deep feature
space. This loss reduces the magnitude of features from the background set
and increases the magnitude of features for samples from known classes to be
larger than a user defined margin. This method was shown to better separate
known from unknown samples in network architectures with higher dimen-
sional feature spaces.
For all methods, identification of unknown classes is done by thresholding the max-
imum class posterior found by passing the model’s output through a softmax acti-
vation.
4.5.3 Open Set Baselines
We first study Tempered Mixup on common open set benchmarks. Following the
protocol established in [22], the first baseline uses the LeNet++ CNN architec-
ture [65] with MNIST [65] for known classes and a subset of the Extended-MNIST-
Letters dataset [16] for unknown classes.
The second benchmark uses a 32-layer Pre-Activation ResNet architecture [44]
with CIFAR-10 [60] as known classes and 178 classes from TinyImageNet [64] as
unknown classes. TinyImageNet images were all resized to 32 × 32 images. We
removed 22 classes from the original TinyImageNet dataset because they contained
semantic overlap with CIFAR-10 classes based on hypernym or hyponyms, which
were determined using the Wordnet lexical database [27].
For both benchmarks, we train all open set classification methods on the known
classes. Methods that use a background class (i.e., Entropic Open Set and Objec-
tosphere) are additionally trained on the first 13 classes in the Extended-MNIST-
Letters dataset. For the CIFAR-10 baseline, a background class training set is drawn
from non-overlapping classes in the CIFAR-100 dataset. All methods are then eval-
uated on an even split of samples drawn from known and unknown classes. For
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MNIST, 10000 samples are used as a source of unknowns drawn from the final 13
classes in the Extended-MNIST-Letters dataset. For CIFAR-10, 10000 samples are
randomly selected from the TinyImageNet dataset as a source of unknowns.
Table 4.1: The correct classification rate at a false positive rate for open set classi-
fication of 10−1 and the areas under the resulting OSC and ROC curves. In these
experiments, the positive class used samples from the known set of classes seen dur-
ing training and the negative class used samples from the unknown classes. Best










Baseline 0.7259 0.9066 0.9103
One-vs-rest 0.9556 0.9654 0.9814
Label Smoothing 0.8543 0.9315 0.9443
CenterLoss 0.9633 0.9695 0.9877
Entropic Open-Set 0.9712 0.9797 0.9892
Objectosphere 0.9570 0.9739 0.9801






Baseline 0.5211 0.7694 0.8105
One-vs-rest 0.2363 0.7064 0.7559
Label Smoothing 0.0920 0.6841 0.7283
CenterLoss 0.4930 0.7613 0.8038
Entropic Open-Set 0.6766 0.7880 0.8344
Objectosphere 0.6720 0.8045 0.8584
Tempered Mixup (Ours) 0.6923 0.8099 0.8503






















Figure 4.5: Histogram of OOD scores, S(F (X)), with respect to the MNIST in-
distibution inputs and EMNIST-Letters as OOD inputs. Our method (Tempered
Mixup) provides seperation of in-distribution and OOD inputs similar to Entropic
Open-Set and Objectosphere but without needing to train with an outlier dataset.
Results.
Tempered Mixup achieves state-of-the-art-results in open set classification without
the use of an explicit background class (see Table 4.1). For the MNIST experiment,
all methods show an improvement over the cross-entropy baseline. Tempered Mixup
surpasses cross-entropy by 8% in terms of AUOSC and even surpasses confidence






















Figure 4.6: Histogram of OOD scores, S(F (X)), with respect to the CIFAR-10
in-distibution inputs and TinyImageNet (resized) as OOD inputs. Our method
(Tempered Mixup) provides better seperation of in-distribution and OOD inputs
than current state-of-the-art methods such as Entropic Open-Set and Objectosphere
without requiring an outlier dataset for training.
loss methods that use a background set that is derived from the same dataset as the
unknowns. For CIFAR-10, which uses a modern ResNet v2 architecture, Tempered
Mixup achieves more than a 5% improvement in terms of AUOSC over all methods
that do not require a background set for training and is state-of-the-art in terms of
AUOSC over all evaluated methods including those that train with an additional
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background set.
4.5.4 Additional Evaluations
Performance Improvement from Target Rebalancing.
We seek to understand the benefit from target rebalancing towards improving the
open set robustness gained from normal Mixup training. To model this effect, we
varied the weight applied to the label smoothing term using the loss weighting factor
(ζ in Eq. 4.4). This allowed us to see the performance difference as the confidence
loss portion of our formulation is emphasized over standard Mixup training (which
is equivalent as ζ → 0). As Fig. 4.7 shows, performance improves as we increase
the weight of the confidence loss until a point when the confidence loss prevents the
model from achieving a high closed set accuracy, thus reducing the overall open set
performance.
Effect of mixing coefficient α.
Tempered Mixup depends on the interpolating factor λ drawn from a symmetric
Beta distribution to mix inputs. In the original Mixup paper [118], the authors
noted the optimal shape of the Beta distribution was highly dataset dependent where
large-scale datasets like ImageNet required a much smaller α parameter resulting in
a heavier-tailed distribution. We analyze the performance for open-set classification
as a function of α in the MNIST and CIFAR-10 testing. As shown in Fig. 4.8,
Tempered Mixup works best when λ is drawn from a heavier-tailed Beta distribution
meaning that the majority of samples are mostly pure with a small percentage being
highly mixed samples.
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Figure 4.7: The effect of the tempering label smoothing loss term is varied to demon-
strate the overall benefit on MNIST (left) and CIFAR-10 (right) Open Set Robust-
ness.
Alternate Data Augmentation Schemes.
Mixup is part of a family of data augmentation approaches which work on the VRM
principle. As an alternative to the standard Empirical Risk Minimization formula-
tion, VRM attempts to enlarge the support of the empirical training distribution by
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Figure 4.8: The effect of the Beta distribution concentration on AUOSC performance
with known samples from the CIFAR-10 dataset and unknowns from TinyImageNet.
Tempered Mixup appears to work best with a heavier tailed Beta distribution.
creating virtual examples through various data augmentation schemes. Other VRM
data augmentation schemes have been proposed recently which have demonstrated
increased robustness to certain forms of input corruption [15]; however, few have
explicitly tested for open set robustness.
The Cutmix strategy [117] overlays a random path from a separate training im-
age and adjusts the target labels during training based on the ratio of the patch area
to the original image. Cutout [21] is a similar variation, however the patch is made
up of black (zero-valued) pixels. We evaluated our Tempered Mixup formulation
against these competing VRM schemes both in their normal formulation and with
a tempered target label set where the entropy of the target distribution is adjusted
based on the interpolation factor, λ. As results show in Table 4.2, Tempered Mixup
is superior to both Cutmix and Cutout and their tempered variants.
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Table 4.2: AUOSC performance of our method versus other VRM data augmen-
tation techniques and their tempered variants. Experiments use either MNIST or
CIFAR-10 as known dataset and three different unknown datasets that vary in sim-
ilarity to the known dataset.
Experiment Algorithm Gaussian Noise FMNIST EMNIST-Letters
MNIST
Baseline 0.9878 0.9848 0.9066
Cutmix 0.8837 0.8751 0.8172
Cutout 0.9830 0.9813 0.9028
Mixup 0.9874 0.9875 0.9737
Tempered Cutmix 0.9805 0.9780 0.9249
Tempered Cutout 0.9844 0.9829 0.9121
Tempered Mixup (Ours) 0.9846 0.9875 0.9821
Experiment Algorithm SVHN LSUN Tiny ImageNet
CIFAR-10
Baseline 0.8271 0.7934 0.7694
Cutmix 0.6249 0.7956 0.7697
Cutout 0.8174 0.7425 0.7414
Mixup 0.8193 0.7966 0.7886
Tempered Cutmix 0.7274 0.7803 0.7572
Tempered Cutout 0.7783 0.6963 0.7150
Tempered Mixup (Ours) 0.8340 0.8062 0.8099
4.5.5 Large-Scale Open Set Classification
Deployed systems typically operate on images with far higher resolution and many
more categories than the open set baselines previously established for model reg-
ularization techniques. It is necessary to understand how well these systems work
with higher resolution images and when the number of categories exceeds 100. As
the number of categories increases, it can become increasingly difficult to identify a
suitable set of background images for background regularization methods.
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To study open set classification for large-scale problems, we use the ImageNet
Large-scale Visual Recognition Challenge 2012 dataset (ImageNet) [92]. ImageNet
has 1.28 million training images (732-1300 per class) and 50000 labeled validation
images (50 per class), which we use for evaluation. All methods use an 18-layer
ResNet CNN for classification [44] with an input image resolution of 224 × 224.
In our experimental setup, the known set of classes consists of 500 classes from
ImageNet. Following [8], unknown images for open set evaluation are drawn from
categories of the 2010 ImageNet challenge that were not subsequently used and do
not have semantic overlap with the 2012 ImageNet dataset. In total the open set
dataset consisted of 16950 images drawn from the 339 categories.
We compare Tempered Mixup against the baseline cross-entropy method, Objec-
tosphere, and a combination that incorporates both Objectosphere and Tempered
Mixup training. Objectosphere was chosen because it is the best method for us-
ing a background dataset based on our previous experiments. To our knowledge,
Objectosphere has not been previously evaluated on large-scale problems, thus for
a background training set, we use 1300 images from the Places scene understand-
ing validation dataset [120]. We again ensure that all classes do not have semantic
overlap with any ImageNet category in either the known or unknown evaluation set,
as verified by hypernym and hyponym relationship lookup in the Wordnet lexical
database. All models are trained using SGD with a mini-batch size of 256, mo-
mentum weighting of 0.9, and weight decay penalty factor of 0.0001 for 90 epochs,
starting with a learning rate of 0.1 that is decayed by a factor of 10 every 30 epochs.
The baseline cross-entropy trained model for the 500 class partition achieves 78.04%
top-1 accuracy.
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Results.
The results from our ImageNet experiments are shown in Fig. 4.9. We compute the
AUOSC metric using the top-1 correct classification rate and report AUROC as a
measure of OOD detection capability. For this large-scale experiment, Tempered
Mixup shows roughly the same open set robustness as compared to Objectosphere
without having to train with an additional dataset of background samples. To try
and gain even better open set performance we augmented our Tempered Mixup
formulation with the same background samples used in the Objectosphere training
and a uniform distribution target among the known classes for these samples. In
this way, our model trains on multiple combinations of mixed up samples, including
combinations of known and unknown classes. The resulting hybrid model achieved













+ 0.704 / 0.857Tempered Mixup(Ours)
Figure 4.9: Large-Scale Open Set Classification. Training data is made up of ei-
ther ImageNet data only or ImageNet plus additional background images from the
Places scene understanding dataset. Unknowns for evaluation are drawn from the
ImageNet-Open dataset.
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4.6 Discussion
The results from both small-scale and large-scale open set classification problems
are evidence that Tempered Mixup is an effective means of improving open set ro-
bustness through feature space regularization without having to train with a source
of representative unknown samples. We additionally have shown that when a repre-
sentative background class is available, samples can easily be added into the training
pipeline to gain additional robustness. We have also experimented with combining
our Tempered Mixup method with other forms of model regularization and data aug-
mentation known to improve robustness such as CenterLoss [109] and CutMix [117]
with mixed results.
The limitations of this solution, however, involve the requirements to properly
tune the hyperparameters involved in Mixup training including both the α param-
eter from the Beta distribution, which represents the amount of training samples
that are highly mixed and the ζ parameter defining the balance between the confi-
dence loss and normal cross-entropy loss. While the exact optimal hyperparamters
are distinct from previous literature testing on Mixup, we did find a similar trend
as [118] where the more complex the training set, the lower the optimal α parameter.
This is likely because many pure samples are needed by the classifier to first learn
an effective representation to classify the set of known classes before the benefit
from regularizing the model with highly mixed up samples can be experienced. A
future study might even be able to find an effective annealing strategy for the Beta
distribution such that the likelihood of drawing mixed up samples is dependent on
the average training loss.
Our ImageNet open set classification results show that our Tempered Mixup
formulation is as effective alone as training with a background class without the
additional overhead. When an effective background class is available, we have also
demonstrated that our formulation can take advantage of this additional training
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data to further improve open set robustness. In this case when the nature of the
unknown classes to be rejected is known to a degree that an effective background
class can be procured, then this is equivalent to hard negative mining for training
with a confidence loss framework to reduce the network activation towards these
unknown samples.
Additionally, we performed some experimentation with different forms of Mixup
including manifold Mixup as performed in [106] which randomly selects an interme-
diate representation within the network to mix instead of only the input features. We
did not find improved performance in either closed set accuracy or detection of the
open set classes when training with this alternative. While we have demonstrated
that our training paradigm builds a robust feature representation that improves
model robustness in detecting novel classes unseen during training, this property is
only tested in our work with a baseline confidence thresholding inference method.
More advanced inference methods could be applied to our models to yield even
better open set performance.
Chapter 5
Streaming Learning and Open
Set Classification
5.1 Introduction
Over recent years, Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) have become the primary
deep learning model for many computer vision problems. Rapid advancements in
CNN algorithms and architectures have led rise to new applications and implemen-
tations of these networks [44, 51]. One such development, which is the focus of this
research, is the capability of CNNs to adopt lifelong learning, the process of learn-
ing and improving by receiving continuous streams of data. This presents many
challenges for neural networks as they tend to catastrophically forget previously
learned knowledge when training on new samples [82]. Recent advances, however,
have overcome many of these challenges and there exist many successful continual
learning algorithms for deep neural networks [39,55].
Another key aspect of lifelong learning necessary for an agent in the real world
is open set recognition, the ability to not only identify database objects but also
reject novel objects [95]. With a continuous stream of new information, it is unlikely
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every image will be defined by one of the known classes in which the model has seen
training examples. Therefore, it is essential that the novel, untrained objects are
identified as such rather than misclassified. The purpose of this project is to research
the synthesis of open set recognition with continual learning strategies such that a
lifelong learning model will be able to identify and learn from novel unknown classes
when presented in a continuous stream of data. We first intend to discover how open
set recognition is affected by continual learning strategies and how performance and
accuracy can be recovered through additional regularization or novel architectures.
5.1.1 Incremental Learning
The most basic approach for incrementally training a deep learning model involves
replaying all or a portion of the previously learned examples in a process known as re-
hearsal [56]. Beyond rehearsal there have been a number of other strategies that are
more computationally and resource efficient including model regularization [58,68],
model ensembling [28], sparse coding [17], and dual-memory models [32, 55] which
take biological inspiration to simultaneously train two models: one for fast learn-
ing of new data and one for slow learning of long-term concepts. This approach is
designed to directly address the stability-plasticity dilemma [1] in training neural
network models where weights should be dynamic enough to acquire new represen-
tations for novel data while being stable to the previously learned representations.
There are many different tasks which have been designed to test a method’s
ability to update a deep learning model to new data without forgetting previously
learned knowledge, but the two most common are incremental task and incremental
batch learning. In incremental task learning, a model is trained to classify multiple
disjoint datasets where the model representation learned must be general enough to
work on different datasets using a separate classification stage. During evaluation
then the tester must provide the model with the task label so that the appropriate
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classifier can be used.
The two most popular evaluation schemes for incremental task learning are the
Permuted MNIST [56, 58] and Split MNIST [12, 56] experiments. In Permuted
MNIST, each task consists of a different, but fixed, permutation of the 784 image
pixels and the agent must learn to classify the permuted digits given the permuta-
tion label. The problems with this approach are: 1) it can only be used to evaluate
agents with fully-connected layers, 2) the task (permutation) label is required at
test time, and 3) this evaluation is equivalent to scrambling up the retina of an
agent and then requiring it to perform classification, which is not realistic. In Split
MNIST, the MNIST dataset is split into disjoint groups (tasks) of classes. The
agent must learn to classify the digits by learning the groups incrementally. While
Split MNIST is closer to how robots learn than Permuted MNIST, things that work
well on MNIST usually do not scale up to larger datasets [56]. Similar to Split
MNIST, other popular evaluation schemes include Split CUB-200 [13, 55, 56], Split
CIFAR-100 [10,12,55,88], and Split ImageNet [10,88].
A more interesting extension of incremental learning is incremental batch learn-
ing which aims to build up a representation of multiple batches organized in a non-iid
manner. The learning then observes these batches sequentially and is not allowed to
reference data from previous batches unless explicitly accounted for in the memory
budget of the model. This attempts to simulate the way the natural agents (ie hu-
mans) learn concepts in the real-world and has been heavily studied [10,68,88,112].
Any common computer vision dataset can be adapted to be learned in an incremen-
tal fashion, but the two most common in literature in incremental CIFAR-100 and
incremental ImageNet [88].
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5.1.2 Streaming Classification
Streaming classification learning is the next step in simulating the way natural
agents learn by requiring learning from individual instances of a dataset presented
in a sequential manner. This instances are typically ordered in a non-iid manner
(e.g. temporally for video data), and again cannot be revisited unless accounted for
in the method’s memory budget. Once a concept or category has been presented to
the learner it can then be evaluated at any point in the learning process. Streaming
learners are expected to be constrained in resource usage both from a computational
standpoint so that they can operate in near real-time and in a memory storage
perspective.
While there has been significant work done in building up unsupervised represen-
tations from streaming data [30], there has been very little work on learning to build
up a classification model from supervised streaming data. Much of the unsupervised
learning to streaming data has been geared towards detecting changes or shifts in
the data which is highly related to out-of-distribution detection, however, in these
models there is no assumption that an underlying classification model exists that
must be updated along with the OOD detection task. Our work is thus highly novel
for adapting open set classification methodologies to work in a streaming learning
setting. The problem exists however that current datasets for streaming learning
do not have baselines established for this task which motivates our contributions in
this chapter.
5.2 Streaming Learning Datasets
An ideal streaming classification dataset would consist of temporally correlated
videos of objects from a large variety of classes. Dataset statistics for the most
well-known streaming datatsets are in Table 5.1. Some of the earliest streaming
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(a) Task Incremental Learning - Split MNIST
(b) Streaming Learning - CORe50
Figure 5.1: In task incremental learning the source dataset is broken up into N
semantically distinct subsets (tasks) for learning in a sequential manner. The model
is expected to maintain accuracy for all previously learned subsets. In streaming
classification protocol the model is required learn from temporally correlated data
streams where samples are presented one-at-a-time. Training data can be ordered
either just by instance or by both class and instance.
datasets were collected from the iCub robot including iCub World 1.0 (iCub-1) [26]
and iCub World Transformations (iCub-T) [83]. However, both datasets have only
20 or fewer classes. More recent datasets include CORe50 and ToyBox, but they only
have 10 and 12 object categories respectively. All of the aforementioned datasets are
limited to 20 or fewer classes and all were collected by having a person move each
object around with their hand. Additionally, the datasets are too small and too easy
to adequately test an agent’s generalization capabilities (see Table 5.2. Similarly,
there is not enough standardization among the datasets, i.e., researchers use differ-
ent evaluation paradigms and metrics across datasets making it hard to compare
approaches. The Toys-200 [102] dataset was recently introduced for incrementally
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Table 5.1: Streaming dataset statistics including information about the videos and
their acquisition (acq).
Videos/ Avg Frames/
Dataset Classes Images Videos Class Video Acq
iCub-1 [26] 10 8,000 40 4 200 hand held
iCub-T [83] 20 400,000 2,000 100 200 hand held
CORe50 [73] 10 165,000 550 55 300 hand held
ToyBox [108] 12 2,300,000 540 45 4,200 hand held
learning rendered videos from 200 classes of 3D object models. While Toys-200
contains far more categories than iCub or CORe50, the images are synthetically
generated, whereas Stream-60 consists of videos from natural scenes.
Although there are many video datasets from the object detection [92] and track-
ing [25, 52] communities, they cannot be used immediately for streaming learning.
Tracking datasets often contain objects that take up a small portion of the im-
age frame, making it hard to identify objects for classification purposes. Similarly,
tracking datasets often have categories that are not mutually exclusive, which is
necessary for standard classification tasks. In 2015 the ILSVRC Object Detection
from Video (VID) dataset [92] was introduced which contains video sequences of up
to 3 unique objects per frame, but is limited to only 30 total classes.
5.3 Our new dataset: Stream-51
Stream-51 is a large-scale image classification dataset with training images drawn
from videos to mimic the way real-time agents would experience new objects. It
is significantly larger than existing streaming classification datasets with 51 classes
drawn from familiar animal and vehicle object classes. The temporal correlation
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Figure 5.2: Example images from existing streaming classification datasets. Im-
ages are strictly hand-held FPOV images which lack diversity in scene illumination,
camera parameters, and background environment.
between subsequent frames is difficult for DNNs, which traditionally assume that
data are sampled iid during training. Additionally, the Stream-51 test set contains
samples from classes not included in the training distribution to test a model’s
novelty detection capabilities.
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Table 5.2: ΩClassif. (see Eq. 5.3) results for iCub and CORe50. Streaming model
performance as reflected by ExStream [39] and SLDA [41] has become close to
saturated on small-scale streaming classification datsets.
iCub1 CORe50
Method inst cls inst inst cls inst
No Rehearsal 0.206 0.320 0.162 0.327
ExStream 0.989 0.969 0.950 0.882
SLDA – – 0.963 0.959
Full Rehearsal 1.006 1.001 1.033 1.011
Offline 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
5.3.1 Curation Process
Downloading Object Detection and Tracking Datasets
Stream-51 was curated from a variety of existing, video-based object detection and
tracking datasets including: the Generic Object Tracking (GOT-10K) dataset [52],
the VID dataset [92], and the Large Single Object Tracking (LaSOT) dataset [25].
The goal in combining snippets from each of these datasets was to maximize the
number of independent categories with a sufficient number of unique videos and
overall frames per class. The GOT-10K dataset served as the main source of images
(46.1% of overall frames). While it has 563 unique classes, many of these classes
did not have enough total video sequences per class to curate a robust dataset. For
these reasons, we also used the major-class labels which assign each image to one
of 115 super classes. Overall, GOT-10K provided data for 34 of the 51 classes. The
VID dataset served as the second major source of video frames (27.3% of the total)
and provided us with 13 additional unique classes. Finally, we used videos from
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the LaSOT dataset (26.6% of the total), which supplied 4 unique classes. There
were many instances of class overlap among the source datasets, which allowed us
to increase the total number of videos for those classes. All videos for overlapping
classes were verified to be unique.
Filtering Training Videos
At this point in curation, the raw frames from the source datasets are not useful
for training an image classification model. One problem is that many of the full
frames contain multiple objects often from multiple classes, which creates too much
label noise. A second problem is the resolution of the classes of interest in the full
frame videos varies too widely, often with the object of interest containing very few
pixels in the full frame. To overcome these limitations, we filtered the images using
bounding box information included in the source dataset annotations.
Since typical convolutional neural networks (CNNs) require moderately sized
images (e.g., 224×224 for the ResNet architectures [44]), we limited the resolution
of the bounding boxes to cover at least an area of 1024 pixels (∼32×32 image).
Frames which didn’t meet this threshold were removed and the videos were divided
into shorter, temporally coherent clips. This bounding box threshold was found to
be a good trade off to ensure adequate resolution of the object, but not too limiting
to exclude large portions of the underlying videos.
When generating Stream-51 from the underlying object tracking datasets, we
also limited the length of individual snippets to no more than 300 frames per video
clip and no fewer than 50 frames (sampled at approximately 10 fps). When videos
from the underlying datasets were longer than these limits, we broke the longer
video up into smaller sub-clips within the limits. If video clips were shorter than
the minimum length, we discarded the clips. We first filled every class with the
highest resolution unique videos and then supplemented with non-unique clips as
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needed. We limited each class to have no more than ∼3,000 total frames per class
with all clips ranging from 50 to 300 frames.
Determining the final class list for Stream-51 involved first building a larger list
of possible independent classes from the datasets above. The list of classes was then
selected by reducing semantic overlap using the Wu-Palmer Similarity metric [74],
which computes the relatedness of two words using WordNet. Stream-51 statistics
are provided in Table 5.1. Overall, the average clip length in the training dataset is
133 frames and the average resolution is 0.3 megapixels (∼550×550).
Curating the Test Set
Streaming learning requires agents to learn categories from temporally correlated
data, however, we also desire to evaluate the generalization capabilities of these
agents. For this reason, we curated a distinct set of static images for each class
to use for evaluation. This allowed us to maximize the total number of videos
available for the training set and to make a larger, more diverse, test set. To curate
the test set, we used well-known static image datasets that contained at least 50
unique images for each category in our training set. We used 21 classes from the
ImageNet object detection dataset [92], 18 classes from the ImageNet classification
dataset [92], and 12 classes from OpenImages V5 [62]. We then added ∼60 unique
images from 43 additional categories not represented in the training set to serve
as a source for evaluating novelty detection. 23 of these novel classes were from
the ImageNet object detection dataset, 11 were from the ImageNet classification
dataset, and 9 were from the OpenImages V5 dataset. In total there are 5,100 total
images in the evaluation set (50 samples per training class and 2,550 novel samples).
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Figure 5.3: Example images from each of the 51 classes in Stream-51.
5.3.2 What’s in Stream-51?
Stream-51 has a wide variety of object categories with 41 animal classes and 10 vehi-
cle classes under various environmental conditions, e.g., indoor scenes and outdoor
scenes like desert, water, and sky. Example images from each class in the training
set are shown in Fig. 5.3. Fig. 5.4 shows the number of unique videos per class in
Stream-51 and each video’s respective length in seconds.
5.4 A New Open Set Evaluation Protocol for Streaming
Datasets
In streaming learning we expand the nomenclature used earlier. We train models
to predict the category ŷt:
ŷt = argmax
k
F (G(Xt)) , (5.1)
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Figure 5.4: Per class video statistics for Stream-51. Colors denote counts of the
number of clips with various lengths in seconds. Best viewed in color.
where k ∈ K is the class label from K possible labels, Xt is the input at time t,
G (·) consists of the first L layers of the neural network with parameters θG, and
F (·) consists of the last fully-connected layer of the network with parameters θF .
We distinguish between two types of streaming learning algorithms: 1) those that
only train the top of the network F (·), which can be thought of as a decoder, and
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Figure 5.5: Our updated protocol for the Stream-51 dataset requires agents to learn
from temporally correlated data streams and recognize unlearned concepts as novel.
Critically, evaluation data includes a set of novel examples from classes unseen
during training.
2) those that train the entire network F (G (·)), where the function G (·) can be
thought of as an encoder consisting of the lower layers of the network. Given an
input tensor Xt at time t, the output of the encoder is given by zt = G (Xt), where
zt ∈ Rd represents the d-dimensional embedding of the input tensor. The class
decoder F (zt) outputs a K-dimensional vector used to predict ŷt.
In addition to being able to correctly classify inputs, a critical skill for an agent
is to recognize when a test input is outside of its learned categories. Traditional
closed-set models do not have this capability and instead assign a label of one of
the learned categories to novel inputs. The ability of an agent to recognize inputs
outside of its training distribution could facilitate automatic class discovery [100,122]
or open world learning [8].
Formally, an agent must learn a classifier F (G(Xt)) such that it can be used to
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distinguish learned inputs from novel inputs, i.e.,
ŷt =
 argmaxk F (G(Xt)) if S (Xt) ≥ δK + 1 if S (Xt)) < δ , (5.2)
where S (·) is an acceptance score function that uses a threshold δ to determine if
an input belongs to the training distribution. We use the confidence thresholding
algorithm [46] for computing S (·), which is a simple approach to detecting novel
inputs. It determines a threshold for the softmax probabilities output by a model
based on correctly classified training inputs. This approach assumes that samples
from the known classes seen during training will have much larger maximum class
probability than novel inputs. Our protocol is shown in Fig. 5.1.
5.4.1 Baseline Models Evaluated
Our effort is on comparing streaming methods, and not CNN architectures, so all
methods use the same CNN architecture (ResNet-18 [44]). However, any architec-
ture can be used with Stream-51. We evaluate the following:
• Fine-Tuning (No Buffer) – This model trains the CNN one example at a
time with a single epoch. Since the model does not have a buffer for replay, it
suffers from catastrophic forgetting.
• SLDA – Streaming Linear Discriminant Analysis is a popular model in the
data mining community and it was recently shown to work well on deep CNN
features [41]. SLDA updates a running mean vector per class and a shared
running covariance matrix. To make predictions, it assigns to an input the
label of the closest Gaussian computed using the means and covariance matrix.
SLDA is one way to update the output layer of the CNN (θF ).
• ExStream – The Exemplar Streaming algorithm was proposed for updating
the fully-connected layers of a neural network and achieved state-of-the-art
performance on the iCub-1 and CORe50 streaming datasets [39]. ExStream
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uses a form of partial rehearsal to mitigate forgetting by storing a buffer of
features for exemplars to replay during later training sessions. The method
stores the incoming features and merges the two closest exemplars in its buffer.
It then replays all examples stored for a single iteration and uses stochastic
gradient descent to update the weights in fully-connected layers (θF ).
• Full Rehearsal – Full rehearsal is a baseline that uses replay mechanisms to
mitigate forgetting and was shown to work well in [39]. Full rehearsal stores
all input examples in a memory buffer and fine-tunes the CNN on all previous
examples, which is expensive in terms of memory and compute.
• Offline – The offline model serves as an upper bound. Offline uses the tra-
ditional procedure for updating a CNN by training on all previous data with
multiple epochs through the dataset. It is not trained incrementally and is
initialized from scratch.
We evaluate two versions of fine-tuning, full rehearsal, and offline: 1) update
only the output layer (θF ) and 2) update the entire network (θF and θG). This
setup mirrors how neural networks, especially CNNs, are used in practice for many
machine learning applications. For it to work successfully, the parameters of G (·)
must already have established representations that will enable F (·) to perform well.
For image classification, a common approach is for G (·) to be pre-trained on a large
image classification dataset (e.g., ImageNet), and then either F (·) is updated alone
or both the encoder and decoder are jointly updated. Another approach is to use
self-taught learning to train G (·) on another dataset [87].
5.4.2 Dataset Orderings
Since the temporal structure of the training stream affects a learner’s performance,
we assess all models on the two most realistic data ordering scenarios given in [39]:
instance where videos are temporally ordered by object instances and class instance
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where videos are organized by class, but organized by temporal video instances
within each class. Both orderings are similar to how humans perceive data streams
and are known to induce catastrophic forgetting in DNNs.
5.4.3 Performance Evaluation
We use two metrics: one to capture an agent’s overall classification performance and
one to capture its ability to detect novel inputs, while still correctly classifying in-
distribution samples. Embedded agents operating for long periods of time must have
low memory and compute costs, so we also report memory and time requirements.













where T is the total number of testing events, αt is the accuracy of the streaming
learner at time t, and αoffline,t is the accuracy of an optimized offline model at time
t. This metric normalizes a streaming learner’s performance to an optimized offline
learner and measures how well an agent is able to classify inputs. Normalizing the
streaming learner’s performance to an offline learner makes the metric easier to
interpret across various orderings.
For novelty detection, we propose an incremental variant of the open set classifi-
cation curve (OSC) metric [22], which has been used for offline open set recognition.
The OSC metric computes the correct classification rate among known classes as a
function of the false positive rate for distinguishing between seen and novel cate-
gories. The resulting correct classification rate is the difference in model accuracy
and the false negative rate for novelty detection. The OSC metric is more informa-
tive than a traditional ROC curve for detecting novel classes since it accounts for the
correct classification of true positive samples. That is, OSC rewards methods that
reject incorrectly classified positive samples more than methods that reject correctly
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classified samples. Formally, we propose an incremental variant of the area under
the OSC curve (AUOSC) which normalizes an incremental learner’s performance to












where T is the total number of testing events, γt is the AUOSC score of the incre-
mental learner at time t, and γoffline,t is the AUOSC score of the optimized offline
learner at time t. The explicit equation for γ can be found in [22] and computes
performance based on novelty detection capabilities, as well as correct classification
of in-distribution samples. The ΩAUOSC metric tests two capabilities: 1) the agent’s
ability to identify inputs that are outside of its training distribution and 2) its abil-
ity to correctly classify inputs identified as belonging to its training distribution.
ΩAUOSC of 1 indicates that the incremental learner performed as well as the offline
learner.
5.4.4 Experimental Setup
In many applications, it has become common practice to initialize the parameters of
a CNN on the large-scale ImageNet classification dataset before training on another
dataset. However, many of the categories in the Stream-51 training set and classes
in the novelty detection test set overlap with ImageNet, so for our baselines, we
initialize G(·) using pre-trained weights on the Places-365 dataset [120]. Places-365
consists of 1.8 million training images of 365 different scene-based categories. We
suggest using an initialization dataset without overlap since a classifier pre-trained
on any of the Stream-51 classes would already have rich features for those classes
and then the true learning and novelty detection capabilities of the streaming learner
would not be tested thoroughly.
After initialization, ordered examples from Stream-51 are input into the model
one at a time. For the instance ordering, classification performance is computed
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Table 5.3: ΩClassif. and ΩAUOSC results on Stream-51. We report the amount of
memory required beyond the CNN for each model in MB and the run time in seconds
as the average over all runs. We denote the plastic (plas.) portion of the network
for each model. Results are the average of three runs with different permutations of
the Stream-51 orderings.
inst cls inst
Method Plas. ΩClassif. ΩClassif. ΩAUOSC Memory Time
Fine-Tune θF 0.422 0.066 0.051 0.00 498
Fine-Tune θF , θG 0.030 0.050 0.022 0.00 2242
SLDA [41] θF 0.856 0.865 0.661 1.05 485
ExStream [39] θF 0.829 0.825 0.721 5.22 2039
Full Rehearsal θF 0.818 0.846 0.777 77.77 9855
Full Rehearsal θF , θG 0.952 0.953 0.941 22865 11970
Offline θF 0.806 0.835 0.771 77.77 12363
Offline θF , θG 1.000 1.000 1.000 22865 11652
on all classes in the training set after every 30,000 examples have been learned.
For the class instance ordering, classification performance is computed on only the
classes trained after every 10 classes have been learned. We report ΩClassif. with
top-1 accuracy.
For novelty detection, we evaluate the ability of an agent to identify classes on
which it has not yet been trained, as well as samples entirely outside of its training
distribution. Recognizing unseen classes as novel has been common practice, often
under the label of open set recognition [9, 77, 81], which is a difficult task [69].
Lifelong novelty detection is a critical step towards automatic class discovery [100,
122] and open world learning [8].
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We perform novelty detection experiments using the class instance ordering of
Stream-51. Similar to the classification experiments, we initialize G(·) with pre-
trained Places-365 weights. We then stream examples into the network one at
a time and evaluate the model after every 10 classes. For the novelty detection
experiments, the agent is required to determine if a sample is in-distribution or out-
of-distribution from the training set, and if the sample is in-distribution, then the
agent must correctly classify it. For the in-distribution test set, we select all images
from previously learned classes in the test set. For the out-of-distribution test set,
we select all test images of unseen classes and combine them with the 2,550 test
images explicitly outside of the training set.
5.5 Baseline Results
ΩClassif. and ΩAUOSC are normalized to an offline learner that achieves 76.9% fi-
nal accuracy and 0.710 final AUOSC respectively on the class instance ordering of
Stream-51. For all models except SLDA, we use stochastic gradient descent with
momentum of 0.9, learning rate of 0.01, weight decay of 1e-4, and batch size of 256.
SLDA uses shrinkage of 1e-4. ExStream stores 50 clusters per class. Offline and
full rehearsal are trained for 10 epochs on data batches. For all models, we use the
bounding box crops and resize the images to 224×224.
5.5.1 Streaming Classification
Our main results for all orderings of Stream-51 from Places-365 pre-trained weights
are summarized in Table 5.3. It is not surprising that the full rehearsal models
perform well since they store all previous data for replay, however, these models
are memory and computationally expensive to train. The more lightweight SLDA
model is a top performer for both orderings since its independent class means allow
it to remain robust to forgetting. ExStream also performed relatively well for both
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orderings. In general, the models that were fine-tuned without a buffer performed
poorly since they did not have any mechanisms to mitigate forgetting.
5.5.2 Streaming Novelty Detection
Figure 5.6: AUOSC Learning Curve.
A learning curve for AUOSC performance as a function of number of classes
trained is in Fig. 5.6. The full rehearsal model was the top performer for the novelty
detection experiment, but it is slow to train and memory intensive. ExStream
was a top performer for the novelty experiment, while being more efficient than
full rehearsal. Although SLDA was a top performer for streaming classification, it
did not perform as well as other methods for detecting novel samples. In general,
methods which rely on fixed representations and train only the classification layer
of a model performed closest to the offline model, however, even offline performance
for detecting novel samples is poor due to the simplistic baseline method used. More
sophisticated techniques for detecting novel inputs have been developed in recent
years [9,67,69], however, adapting these techniques to streaming models remains an






Open set classification in data streams makes possible the ability to recognize new
concepts from test data that a classifier may not be previously trained on or the
presence of some corruption in the data that would normally invalidate the pre-
trained classifier’s results. In deep learning models this often takes the form of
statically-based out-of-distribution (OOD) methods applied to the outputs of a pre-
trained deep neural network. Developing these capabilities into the classification
architecture of a deep network is challenging because the problem of detecting novel
results is ultimately a one-class problem where only examples representing the pos-
itive class (in-distribution) are present during training unless an alternative process
is developed. This results in a method often overfitting or underfitting the data
producing manifold that distinguishes in-distribution and OOD.
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These challenges are exacerbated by the problem of learning from continual
dynamic data streams where deep neural networks tend to overfit the data present
in the training pipeline and forget previously learned concepts. Thus strategies
that are acceptable for increasing accuracy in a continual learning setting may not
be sufficient when the additional requirement for novelty detection is added to the
learner. For example, the baseline tests in Chapter 5 illustrate that the streaming
LDA classifier performs reasonably well for maintaining accuracy in models trained
in either instance or class instance ordering however it’s performance for detecting
novel samples is nearly 30% to 40% lower when compared to offline trained models.
This result is only reflective of the baseline confidence thresholding approaching to
detecting novel samples in deep learning model. While other inference methods
may improve performance, we have shown in Chapter 3 that most methods rely on
a balanced calibrated representation of classes within the deep feature space which
most incremental learning schemes do not guarantee.
For these reasons we propose to examine the relationships between training con-
tinual learning models on supervised data and the problem of novelty detection
within these models. Our ultimate goal is to derive a complementary strategy such
that a model can simultaneously detect and train on novel concepts presented in a
data stream thus enabling true life long learning.
6.2 Improved feature space for streaming OSC
First we address the issue of representation learning in a dynamic data stream
where labels may not be provided for all samples or classes within the dataset at
one time. We know that off-the-shelf supervised learning techniques can be used
to train a CNN to create an effective representation for classifying images, only if
all of the data is available throughout training and labelled. If these requirements
for the data are not met then the representation will be heavily biased towards the
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most recently available labelled classes and potentially cause forgetting of previously
learned representations. For this reason a fixed representation is often used in
continual and streaming learning. This representation is derived by pre-training
on a large-scale diverse dataset such as ImageNet.
The question we first address then is what form of pre-training is best for de-
veloping a streaming classification model that performs well in both classification
accuracy and discovery of novel concepts.
6.2.1 Pre-Training Models
The most common form of pre-training is simple supervised training on a large-scale
dataset. In deep learning this form of training has been extensively shown to transfer
to a large number of downstream tasks [53, 80, 115] and specifically in streaming
learning forms the basis of many successfully approaches [39, 41]. Nevertheless in
recent years unsupervised and self-supervised learning has emerged as alternative
methods to gain more general representations in computer vision tasks that transfer
better to certain downstream tasks [4].
Self-supervised learning exploits internal structures of data and formulates pre-
dictive tasks to train a model. Specifically, the model needs to predict either an
omitted aspect or component of an instance given the rest. To learn a representa-
tion of images, the tasks could be: filling in missing parts of an image [84], recovering
colors from gray scale images [90], and even undoing some affine transformation to
the image [33]. Whereas self-supervised learning has been shown to robust represen-
tation from unlabeled data useful for transfer to other tasks [23,43], it has not been
studied whether they are useful for avoiding catastrophic forgetting in a continual
learning setting.
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6.2.2 Self-Supervised Pre-training
Recently, a remarkable transfer learning result with unsupervised pretraining was
reported on a wide variety of supervised computer vision tasks. The pre-training
method MoCo [43] established a milestone by outperforming the supervised coun-
terpart on numerous benchmarks. MoCo and many of the current state-of-the-art
unsupervised pretraining methods follow an instance discrimination pretext task,
where the features of each instance are pulled away from those of all other instances
in the training set. Invariances are encoded from low-level image transformations
such as cropping, scaling and color jittering. With such low-level induced invari-
ances , strong generalization has been achieved to high-level visual concepts such as
object categories on ImageNet. On the other hand, the widely adopted supervised
pretraining method optimizes the cross-entropy loss over the predictions and the
labels. As a result, training instances within the same category are drawn closer
while the training instances of different categories are pulled apart. Supervised pre-
training has long been the standard for transfer learning including the downstream
application of Streaming learning [41]. This raises the question of whether unsuper-
vised pre-training provides better transfer performance to Streaming learning tasks
especially performance in open set categories.
More promising for the task of open set classification, recent work has also indi-
cated that self-supervised, contrastive training can improve the performance of OOD
detection mechanisms particularly as OOD samples become increasingly similar to
in-distribution known samples. [110] proposed a simple contrastive training-based
approach to OOD detection that outperforms most recent methods across a variety
of settings on small-scale datasets. They theorize that contrastive training is su-
perior to traditional supervised training in building a robust feature space due to
increased sensitivity to semantically meaningful variations in the image that extend
beyond those needed to distinguish the known classes. While supervised training
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methods that is tailored to detecting semantically meaningful variations while ig-
noring all other variations within a training set, contrastive self-supervised training
builds a feature space that is exclusively insensitive to the data augmentations im-
plemented while maintaining sensitivity to all other variations in the training set
including those that may be meaningful for detecting OOD samples. This means
that it is extremely sensitive to the data augmentation process that underpins this
training; however, if chosen correctly for the expected image domain then what ever
image variation is left beyond those captured in the data augmentation process must
then be semantically meaningful enough to perform open set classification.
6.3 Evaluating Contrastive Pre-training for Streaming
Open Set Classification
6.3.1 Experimental Setup
We use the protocol from 5.4 for evaluating pre-trained feature spaces. Specifically
we evaluate the capabilities of the SLDA classifier to create a classification model
of the Stream-51 dataset learned in class-instance ordering.
We evaluate four separate feature space models learned from pre-training on the
the Places Scene Understanding Image Classification Dataset. The feature space
models are found by training an 18-layer ResNet model for 200 epochs on the Places
dataset using the following pre-training strategies:
• Supervised Classification – As a baseline we train the ResNet-18 layer
model with standard Cross-Entropy loss using Stochastic Gradient Descent
optimization with momentum. Learning rate is decayed in a step-wise manner
at 1/2 and 3/4 of the total epochs. Standard data augmentation and opti-
mization hyperparameters are used as outlined in [120]. The model achieves
54.51% classification accuracy on the Places dataset.
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• Supervised w/ Confidence Loss – As a comparison we trained the ResNet-
18 layer model in the same supervised manner and the baseline model but with
an additional confidence loss term for unknown/background samples. Back-
ground samples for this model are drawn from the ImageNet-Open dataset
used in evaluations in Section 4.5.5.
• Supervised w/ Tempered Mixup – Here we use the model detailed in
Section 4.5.5 as a comparison of the current state-of-art model for open set
classification in large-scale models. The same protocol and training details are
followed for the model as outlined in the section above.
• Self-Supervised - MoCo v2 – Here we train a self-supervised model using
the current state-of-the-art protocol for transfer learning as outlined in [43].
We use the improved data augmentation and projection head from [14] along
with a cosine decay learning rate.
6.3.2 Results
We use the ΩClassif. and ΩAUOSC metrics previously established in Section 5.4.4 to
measure the performance of the streaming open set classifiers. The results from
our experiment as compared to a baseline offline trained model for the Stream-51
dataset is shown in Table 6.1. Additionally we show the learning curves for the four
comparison models in Figure 6.1
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Table 6.1: ΩClassif. and ΩAUOSC results on the Stream-51 class instance protocol.
Performance is based on the SLDA classifier [41] with different pre-trained feature
spaces. Results are the average of three runs with different permutations of the
Stream-51 orderings.
Pre-Trained Features ΩClassif. ΩAUOSC
Supervised 0.865 0.661
Confidence Loss [22] 0.877 0.783
Tempered Mixup 0.873 0.779
MoCo-v2 [43] 0.859 0.672
Offline 1.000 1.000
Figure 6.1: The learning curve for the class instance protocol using various pre-
trained feature spaces and the SLDA [41] classifier.
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6.3.3 Discussion
First, as shown in the results, the self-supervised features are found to perform
better than baseline supervised features for the open set classification task. This
performance increase is due to the increased performance in detecting novel inputs.
However, when we use features from supervised pre-trained models that have
been specifically augmented to better support open set classification then we see
the best performance in the streaming OSC task. This is primarily due to the in-
creased closed-set classification performance from the supervised features along with
the increased novelty detection performance from the confidence loss regularization
for both background class training and Tempered Mixup training. The difference
between confidence loss pre-training and Tempered Mixup pre-training is very small
and follows the similar observations in Section 4.5.5. Nevertheless, the Tempered
Mixup pre-training was done solely with the Places dataset and did not require
additional samples in the form of a background dataset.
Chapter 7
Summary
We have made significant contribution towards advancing the development of open
world algorithms capable of learning from dynamic data distributions and forming
a model of the open set categories in an environment leading to more balanced and
robust predictions in the face unknowns. Our research has shown that the current
state of out-of-distribution detection inference methods form a strong backbone for
performing open set classification; however, they can be improved with smart reg-
ularization of the learned feature space to create compact known classes separate
and identifiable from potential unknown categories. We have also demonstrated for
the first time the process of deploying an open set classification algorithm into a
streaming learning framework and the challenges of learning a robust feature repre-
sentation in deep learning models that are both accurate and well calibrated towards
a dynamic data stream. In fact to better evaluate these capabilities in models we
have built the largest most complex streaming video image classification dataset
with baselines for OOD performance against a variety of unknown data types. Fi-
nally we have discovered new principles for building a successful streaming learner
capable that is capable of successfully learning a robust classification model from a
dynamic data stream including identifying the presence of unknown categories.
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For future work for improving open set classification performance there are two
aspects that I would like to highlight: 1) improvements to robust feature spaces for
open set inputs and 2) incorporating open set classification in continual learning
models.
For improving the robustness of learned feature spaces to open set classes there
has been recent work on under the related field of domain adaptation towards devel-
oping generative models that can better capture the real-world inter-class variance
beyond what is captured from the training dataset [91]. Here the goal is to develop
generative models that can successfully model the natural variation that can occur
within a given class. Pairing this goal with image-to-image translation networks such
as CycleGAN [121] and DualGAN [114], this approach has been used to augment a
dataset or used in and end-to-end training pipeline to train model more robust to
inter-class variance that was unseen during training. To make this approach work
a generative model most inherently separate variations that are semantically mean-
ingful and variations which are not. This approach then would be naturally useful
for augmenting datasets towards open set classification by creating a more diverse
datasets explicitly created towards understanding the boundary between known and
unknown categories.
Further as highlighted in Chapter6, current advances in self-supervised learning
through instance discrimination are being adapted towards improving OOD detec-
tion performance [110]. This models are proving to be more robust in detecting
outlier data because they are not constrained in learning only variations that are
semantically meaningful to the known classes. Instead by taking an unsupervised
approach they learn a richer representation that theoretically can separate known
from unknown. The issue then will be balancing the requirements for effective
closed-set classification performance and OOD detection performance to create the
strongest open set classifier.
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Additionally beyond feature representations, continuing improvement in open
set performance can also be gained by advances in the inference methods. As stated
in Chapter 3 the current state of the art method, ODIN, utilizes an input perturba-
tion method which is based on taking a step in the direction that increases the model
confidence for the most likely known class. However, recent work on interpreting
discriminative models has shown that the output of these models can be interpreted
as a good approximation of an energy based model for the joint distribution of in-
puts and known classes [36]. In this way they have defined an alternative way of
understanding confidence loss training and give hints at a potentially more discrim-
inative inference method for models trained with confidence loss. They define a
new scoring function they call the approximate probability mass as the gradient of
the model’s full data distribution and show improved robustness to different OOD
inputs; however this is not applied as a
Finally, when extending open set classification to continual learning models, we
view there being future work in both building the most robust feature space for
streaming OSC and improving exiting inference methods. It has been well estab-
lished that a fitting a classifier based on logistic regression in an incremental batch
(non-iid) setting will result in catastrophic forgetting of previously learned knowl-
edge and as demonstrated in Table 5.3, results in a collapse of the model’s ability to
detect novel data as well. There has been some recent research in finding the optimal
classifier for incremental learning strategies with most research focused on fitting a
generative classifier [9,39,88] or on finding an appropriate one-class classifier [7]. It
is this reason that we chose to evaluate pre-trained feature spaces using the SLDA
classifier and while this approach has proven successful in preventing catastrophic
forgetting we are not convinced that it is the best approach for modeling classes in
the deep feature space of the pre-trained models for determining whether a sample
is in-distribution or novel.
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Recent work has shown that more sophisticated generative-based classifiers, such
as a Gaussian Mixture Model [119], can better identify OOD inputs from a variety
of corruption sources. It remains to be seen whether this classifier can be adapted
well in the streaming learning setting and trained in an incremental, online man-
ner that ensures both accurate closed-set classification abilities as well as open set
classification capabilities. Future work in streaming open set classification should
focus on finding the best approach to incrementally fitting a classifier to a fixed
representation from a pre-trained deep learning model that will not only preserve
accuracy but also boost novelty detection performance as much as possible.
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